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European Network of Transmission System
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TOE
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the framework of GRIDSOL project, WP5 aims at analysing scenarios where GRIDSOL is connected to
the Continental European electric power system, in order to assess its operation in the EU electricity
market and its impact on the interconnected transmission grid of the European Network of Transmission
System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E).
Deliverable D5.2 focuses on the definition of the methodology to be applied during the assessment of
the feasibility and adequacy of GRIDSOL plants in the EU electricity market and Transmission System.
In particular, with reference to the assessment of GRIDSOL plant in the EU electricity market, the
presented methodology allows WP5 to contribute to the overall project providing results which are
necessary for the economic evaluation of the proposed GRIDSOL configuration. These key outcomes are
for instance expected amount of energy produced by each part of the plant (PV, CSP, GT, etc.) together
with the expected revenues and costs in the simulated scenario of the EU electricity market at the target
year. This information, together with other results and considerations from other WPs, will be used in
WP7 to perform an overall economic evaluation of profitability of GRIDSOL plant alone and of the
benefits to the whole system.
With reference to the assessment of the impact on the EU interconnected Transmission System, WP5 is
in charge to evaluate that the connection of GRIDSOL plant to the system does not affect its reliability
and power quality. The proposed methodology shows how the required network studies will be
performed during WP5, defining the activities for the static, dynamic and power quality analysis. One of
the outcomes of WP5 will be also the list of the grid requirements (taken from the Requirements for
Generators (RfG) defined by ENTSO-E and officialised in the Commission Regulation (EU) 2016/631 of 14
April 2016) which GRIDSOL plant must fulfil since the design phase in order to be considered as a
dispatchable power plant connectable to the Transmission Network. Grid studies will be performed in
order to confirm that the fulfilment of such requirements ensures that the EU Transmission System
keeps its functional performance when GRIDSOL plant is connected, or whether, in specific cases, it is
necessary to introduce additional requirements for this new technology.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. D OCUMENT S TRUCTURE /O UTLINE
This document is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 introduces the topics with a focus on the overall structure of the analysis foreseen in WP5.
Chapter 2 provides a description of grid requirements assessment procedure applicable to GRIDSOL
plants, based on the Requirements for Generators (RfG) defined by ENTSO-E. Also ancillary services
framework will be evaluated.
Chapter 3 gives a detailed overview about the proposed methodology for the assessment of the
expected operation of GRIDSOL plant(s) in the EU electricity market. Starting from the description of the
required GRIDSOL generation model to be developed and the description of the PROMEDGRID software
which will be used for the assessment, the chapter ends with the explanation of the main economic
analysis procedure based on the outputs of the simulations.
Chapter 4 describes the methodology for the assessment of the impact of GRIDSOL plant(s) on the EU
interconnected Transmission System. It explains the different analyses required and how the
simulations will be set up using commercially available software.
Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the document with a summary of the presented methodology and the
expected results of the analysis.

1.2. S COPE
GRIDSOL project aims to analyse and develop a new secure, clean and efficient electricity production
plant, combining primary Renewable Energy Sources (RES) and technologies. Many research areas are
identified, for instance to optimize existing technologies, to improve efficiency, to allow a better control
of the electricity output in order to ensure a better integration of GRIDSOL in the European electrical
system This result will allow the increase of RES production, keeping the high level of reliability and
quality required for the electricity supply.
Within this framework, WP5 contributes to the project performing the analysis of the integration of
GRIDSOL technology in the European interconnected electric power system. The analysis focuses on two
main aspects which have to be fulfilled as necessary conditions for a massive technology introduction in
the EU system.
 Profitability of the proposed solution:
GRIDSOL plant must be able to produce electrical energy at a cost which allow to sell it on the EU
electricity market and earn enough money to cover the costs (investment, fuel, O&M…). The overall
evaluation of the economics of GRIDSOL plant are carried out jointly with the other involved WPs.
 Technical compliance with grid requirements:
GRIDSOL plant must have the technical performance characteristics required for the connection to
the EU Transmission Network.
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If any of these conditions are not satisfied by the proposed GRIDSOL solution, it cannot be considered as
a valid technology that can find its place in the EU power system and contribute to the change towards a
greener scenario.
Focusing on these two aspects, WP5 contributes to the analysis of the integration of GRIDSOL
technology in the European interconnected electric power system carrying out detailed assessment of:
 possible expected performances in the wholesale electricity market, focused on the evaluation, on
one hand, of the profitability of the GRIDSOL technology, and on the other hand on the benefit which
GRIDSOL can bring to the overall market system, impacting the overall electric energy price;
 possible impact into the transmission grid within the ENTSO-E network, aimed to verify that the
proposed design with its technical characteristics does not affect the reliability and the quality of the
electrical system, thus allowing GRIDSOL to be connected to the Transmission Network.
In both cases, the assessment of the performance of GRIDSOL technology integrated in the European
electric power system will be performed (a) with regards to single power plant and (b) with regards to
scenarios with multiple plants of this type implemented in different EU member countries.

The analysis will be carried out in the order depicted in Figure 1, which shows the main steps of the
methodology which will be adopted for the assessment:
 (1) Selection of target year(s) and definition of scenario(s)
 (2) Wholesale electricity market simulations
 (3) Transmission Network studies.
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F IGURE 1: M ETHODOLOGY TO ADDRESS THE ANALYSIS OF INTEGRATION OF GRIDSOL INTO THE EU ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM

S OURCE : CESI

The sequence of the methodology steps reflects the usual process which is applied when performances
and projected costs of generation plants, expected consumptions, RES potentialities, fossil fuel costs
projections, and other possible constraints (e.g. emissions, RES penetrations, inter-area exchange) are
known/set or can be estimated.
With regards to the GRIDSOL project, reference performance and cost data about the analysed
technology, which are required to apply the methodology, are not fully available at the beginning of the
project. Indeed they are computed during the project development and they are one of the main targets
of the GRIDSOL project.
Some deviations to the standard application of the methodology will be then needed, as the information
will be defined and refined during the activities, also in cooperation with other WPs. Special attention
will be given to the fact that the required assessment of new generation in the EU electric power system
does not foresee any optimization process regarding the plant characteristics, as it is more focused on
the optimization of the overall system. Indeed, the plant characteristic, the location, the costs and other
constraints must be known in advance and are inputs for the assessment itself.
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In order to support the definition of the best GRIDSOL design, during the analyses of the profitability in
the EU power system market which consider simulations over one year for wholesale electricity market,
a limited number of different scenarios can be analysed in order to find the best among the analysed
ones. Possible different GRIDSOL configurations for instance in terms of dimension of each part,
maximum power, storage capacity, can be analysed in order to get a better understanding of the main
parameters which can influence the GRIDSOL performance in the market. Also different level of
penetration of multiple GRIDSOL plants at European level, or even different scenarios of energy
consumptions might be evaluated to find which configuration is more flexible to a changing
environment.
On the contrary, the analysis of the electrical behaviour of GRIDSOL plants connected to the
interconnected European Transmission Network, which takes into account simulations in steady state
and also in short term transients (dynamic analysis over few seconds) focused on most interesting
system conditions (for instance peak and minimum load), will be performed only on the final defined
configuration of the plant. This is due the fact that while the economic evaluation of the performances
in the EU market system can be easily ranked depending on some predefined KPIs, the assessment of
the electrical behaviour is by fact based on a “go” - “not go” approach depending on the fulfilment of
the requirements or not.
WP5 deals with step (2) and (3) of the methodology shown in Figure 1, as the selection of the target year
is an input defined by the Consortium Leader and agreed among the partners, also in relation to the
availability of data. Many other information are required by other WPs and a close cooperation is then
necessary in order to define proper scenarios and configurations to be analysed.
The following Chapters of this document will provide a detailed overview of the methodology used to
perform the analysis of the grid requirements that the generators must fulfil in order to be connected to
the EU Transmisson Network (Chapter 2), the wholesale electricity market simulations (Chapter 3) and
the Transmission Network performance studies (Chapter4). In the description of the specific
methodology, special attention has been given to the definition of the available needed or useful data to
perform the calculations, the selection of the available tools, the scenarios to be modelled and the
criteria for the overall evaluation of the results.
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2. REQUIREMENTS FOR GRIDSOL
Among the analyses to assess the integration of a new generation technology into a power system, the
specific regulatory framework has to be taken into consideration. This, among different aspects, states
the connection requirements for the generators, but also provides those elements that allow to
evaluate opportunities of remuneration for the generators operating within the power system.
For the case of GRIDSOL, assessing its integration into the European interconnected power system
means to consider the ENTSO-E regulatory framework in particular.
The definition of the ENTSO-E regulatory framework is currently on-going through the development of a
set of Network Codes (NCs) [1] (Table 2) which are the tools to reach the European Commission
objective of creating a secure, competitive and low carbon European energy sector and a pan-European
Internal Energy Market.
Each NC is submitted to the European Commission and agreed by each Member State becoming at the
end of the process an applicable legislation across EU. This means that each national regulatory
framework (i.e. national grid codes and standards) must comply with the NCs. Therefore also generators
(the case of GRIDSOL) have to comply with this common set of rules across EU.
Clearly the NCs cannot provide requirements down to the details that can only pertain to each TSOs
within its power system. Indeed rooms for specific requirements that each TSOs has to define are left in
the NCs; this not diminishing the importance of having a set of common requirements that apply across
EU to all stakeholders.
T ABLE 2: ENTSO-E N ETWORK C ODES AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRESS

Network Codes

Progress

CONNECTION NETWORK CODES

Requirements for Generators
Demand Connection Code
HVDC Connection Code

Into force
Into force
Into force
MARKET NETWORK CODES

Capacity Allocation & Congestion Management
Forward Capacity Allocation
Balancing Network Code

Into force
Into force
Awaiting validation by EU Member States

OPERATIONAL NETWORK CODES

System Operations Guidelines
Operational Procedures in an Emergency

Awaiting validation by EU parliament
Awaiting validation by EU parliament

In the light of this context, the assessment of GRIDSOL integration into the interconnected European
power system requires to analyse the NCs. In particular two specific aspects will be addressed in this
regard as previously mentioned:
 requirements for the connection of generators to the grid (i.e. aspects mainly related to the
adequacy of GRIDSOL within EU power system);
 procedures and requirements to assess the opportunity of remuneration of generators by
participating to the provision of ancillary services (i.e. aspects mainly related to the profitability of
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GRIDSOL within the EU power system). In this context, market and operational network codes will be
also considered within the scope of the project.
In both cases the following methodology based on three steps will be applied:
1. Identification and analysis of the relevant documentation within the ENTSO-E framework: this refers
mainly to the NCs, but not only (e.g. ENTSO-E implementation guidelines, ENTSO-E surveys and
analyses of Member States regulatory frameworks);
2. Identification of relevant requirements for the connection of GRIDSOL to the EU power system and
identification of relevant elements to analyse the participation of GRIDSOL to the provision of
(possibly remunerated) ancillary services;
3. Analysis of the connection requirements and of the ancillary services framework with regards to the
features of GRIDSOL, i.e. in this phase qualitative comments with regards to the effect of the
compliance with the regulatory framework on GRIDSOL design and components will be provided.
To proceed with this approach it is worth highlighting these two elements:
 the main elements that characterize GRIDSOL technology (e.g. system/components architecture, size
of the different generation technologies, approach in interconnecting the different generation
technologies and to connect GRIDSOL to the grid, general features of the system control) are defined
in order to properly identify the relevant requirements;
 being GRIDSOL implementation to be expected in the medium / long term (i.e. coming decades) the
ENTSO-E regulatory framework will be considered for the analysis. Indeed this is the reference within
which the national regulations must stay, but it may change/evolve in the years.
In the following further elements are provided for each of the methodology steps and with regards to
the two aspects of the GRIDSOL analysis in the ENTSO-E framework.

2.1. M AIN REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CONNECTION OF GENERATORS TO THE ENTSO-E POWER
SYSTEM

Concerning the requirements for the connection of GRIDSOL to the ENTSO-E interconnected power
system, the NC on Requirements for Generators (RfG) [2] will be primarily considered. This NC has
entered into force on April 2016 and hence it is currently going through the implementation phase: a
transition period of three years is given allowing for modification of the Member State processes to
assess and apply requirements to existing and prospective power system users.
In particular the NC on RfG “lays down the requirements for grid connection of power-generating
facilities, namely synchronous power-generating modules, power park modules and offshore power park
modules, to the interconnected system. It, therefore, helps to ensure fair conditions of competition in the
internal electricity market, to ensure system security and the integration of renewable electricity sources,
and to facilitate Union-wide trade in electricity”.
With regards the adequacy of GRIDSOL project, the following three steps methodology applies:
1. The identification and analysis of the relevant documentation refers to the RfG document and the
RfG Guidelines for Implementation [14]. Furthermore, the generators categories defined within the
RfG have also to be considered in order to identify which categories apply to GRIDSOL and hence
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which specific requirements. Concerning this point, a preliminary analysis based on the current
information sets GRIDSOL as:
o Type D generator (synchronous): (1) connection point at 110 kV or above, or (2) connection point
below 110 kV, but maximum capacity between 50 and 75MW;
o Power park module (PPM): a unit or ensemble of units generating electricity, which is either
non-synchronously connected to the network or connected through power electronics, and that
also has a single connection point to a transmission system, distribution system including closed
distribution system or HVDC system.
It is worth mentioning that GRIDSOL does not fall within the Emerging Technologies category.
2. According to the category a specific set of requirements apply. These will be analysed with regard to
the GRIDSOL features in order to identify the most relevant to the development of GRIDSOL design.
A preliminary analysis of the RfG Guidelines for Implementation highlights the main requirement
themes which are reported in Table 3 (Type D) and Table 4 (PPM).
T ABLE 3: P RELIMINARY IDENTIFICATION OF REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO S YNCHRONOUS P OWER G ENERATING M ODULES : T YPE D

Requirement Theme

Notes

Frequency stability

Requirements pertaining to the active power –frequency control, remote
control of active power, disconnection, connection.

General system management

Requirements pertaining to the control scheme and settings, electrical
protection scheme and settings, devices for system operation and
security, simulation models

Robustness of Generating Units

Requirements pertaining to auto-reclosures and steady-state stability

System restoration

Requirements pertaining to black start and islanded operations

Voltage stability

Requirements pertaining to voltage ranges, voltage control and reactive
power capability

T ABLE 4: P RELIMINARY IDENTIFICATION OF REQUIREMENTS APPLICABLE TO PPM

Requirement Theme

Notes

Frequency stability

Requirements pertaining to synthetic inertia

Voltage stability

Requirements pertaining to reactive power capability

3. The identified requirements for GRIDSOL will be analysed and compared with GRIDSOL features in
order to provide qualitative comments and indications, more precisely, the possible impacts of
requirements on the design of GRIDSOL and the sizing of its components will be given.

Summarizing, the outputs of this analysis consists of:
 documentation collection concerning to the regulation that GRIDSOL has to comply with in order to
be adequate for connection to the ENSTO-E interconnected power system;
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 identification of the specific requirements for generators that are relevant (i.e. may have impacts) to
the design of GRIDSOL;
 qualitative assessment of these requirements with regards to GRIDSOL features.

2.2. P ROVISION OF ANCILLARY SERVICES INTO THE ENTSO-E REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
Concerning the analysis of the ENTSO-E regulatory framework about the provision of ancillary services
to assess a possible remuneration of GRIDSOL, (1) the RfG NC, (2) the Balancing NC and (3) the System
Operations Guidelines will be primarily considered. Concerning the Balancing and the System
Operations NCs, at the present both such NCs are not yet in force: the former is awaiting the approval
by Member States with a draft that has been issued on January 2017 [3], while the latter, that includes
Operational Planning and Scheduling NC, Operational Security NC and Load Frequency Control and
Reserve NC, has reached the stage of provisional final version [4].
The Balancing NC “lays down a detailed guideline on electricity balancing including the establishment of
common principles for the procurement and the settlement of frequency containment reserves,
frequency restoration reserves and replacement reserves and a common methodology for the activation
of frequency restoration reserves and replacement reserves”.
As regards the Operational Security NC “[…] for the purpose of safeguarding operational security,
frequency quality and the efficient use of the interconnected system and resources, this Regulation lays
down detailed guidelines on: (a) requirements and principles concerning operational security; (b) […]; (c)
[…]; (d) […]; (e) requirements for scheduling between the TSOs’ control areas; and (f) rules aiming at the
establishment of a Union framework for load-frequency control and reserves”.
Preliminary observations of ancillary services theme are:
 the theme is cross-sectorial within the ENTSO-E regulation structure (its aspects are considered
within three Network Codes);
 the ENTSO-E regulation defines the general framework of ancillary services each member state has to
comply with avoiding to provide specific elements (this is clear when comparing ancillary services
prescriptions with connection requirements for generators which provide detailed prescriptions);
 the situation across EU countries is highly diversified and complex with difficulties to properly
understand it also with regards the availability of information [5]. This follows from the different
features of the countries power system (market, grid structure, generation portfolio), historic sector
development, etc. ;
 they are prone to changes in shorter term than electricity trade.
This situation leads to consider two main aspects when addressing GRIDSOL. First of all, it is necessary to
provide a general picture of the ancillary services across EU countries. This involves – as far as it is
possible with the available documentations and information from project partners – to analyse the
available information and to depict the framework of ancillary services for key EU countries (those with
an appropriate amount of available information). Then, to evaluate – as far as it is possible with the
available data and considering the high uncertainty of the results due to the difficulties in modelling the
ancillary services market and future situation – the possible remuneration of GRIDSOL participating to
the provision of ancillary services for key EU countries.
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In particular, this chapter deals with the methodology pertaining to the first analysis, while chapter 3
deals with the second analysis. Accordingly, the following three steps methodology applies:
1. The identification and analysis of the relevant documentation refers to the RfG NC, Balancing NC,
System Operations Guidelines documents, the Guidelines for Implementation (if available in the
coming months) and possibly to documentations implemented during the process of NCs
development (e.g. Survey on Ancillary services procurement [5]). Moreover, relevant information
and data related to specific studies, research projects, electricity market reports about ancillary
services situation, evolution and impacts for power system stakeholders will be also considered
based on project partner surveys in the respective member countries. At this stage the objective is
to collect the information that will allow to clearly depict the ancillary services framework defined
by ENSTO-E and also provide preliminary analyses of the features of ancillary services across
Member States.
As a matter of fact the ancillary services include (not exhaustive):
o services for active power regulations (frequency control);
o services for reactive power regulations (voltage control);
o black start capability;
o load rejection capability;
o capacity mechanisms;
o balancing services;
o New services (Inertia, ramp control, etc.).
These ancillary services show differences since generators requires further specific features in
addition to the RfG prescriptions; moreover across Member States some services are mandatory
and not remunerated, others are not mandatory, but supported by incentives, others are not
mandatory but provided through dedicated market.
2. The identified documentations will be firstly analysed to depict the ENTSO-E ancillary services
framework: being these services a cross-cutting theme among NCs, the analysis will provide a single
reference and will highlight what is prescribed by ENTSO-E and what is left to TSOs.
3. The ENTSO-E framework and, possibly, the Member Stares frameworks will be analysed in order to
identify: (a) possible impacts on the design / sizing / choosing of components of GRIDSOL to provide
targeted ancillary services, (b) opportunities of remunerations of GRIDSOL.
Summarizing, the outputs of this analysis will consists of:
 documentation collection concerning the regulatory framework of ancillary services within ENSTO-E
interconnected power system;
 definition of the ancillary services framework of ENTSO-E (understand the general context) and,
possibly, of few targeted Member States (get features of specific contexts) that GRIDSOL will face;
 qualitative assessment of GRIDSOL features and of its possible additional remuneration with regard
to these services.
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3. ANALYSIS OF GRIDSOL BEHAVIOUR IN THE EU ELECTRICITY MARKET
According to the EU Directive 2009/72/EC, the ENTSO-E included in its priority research fields “new tools
based on simulation techniques that will give rise to new market design options” [6][1] which in
particular have to address: (1) better surveys of pan-European markets, (2) market modelling, taking
into account the rapidly increasing penetration of RES, (3) facilitating the specific market integration of
these RES. In this framework, the market simulator PROMEDGRID will be used, a generation dispatch
model able to optimize the hourly operation of hydro-thermal generation system over a one year
horizon.
Forward-looking market simulations capable of accurately modelling the EU power markets are a key
issue to assess in advance the future energy and power patterns highlighting bottlenecks causing price
differentials and consequently helping TSO planners to prioritise their investments in the grid
development. Furthermore, an accurate market simulator can provide the investors with the right signs
where to invest with the maximum expected profitability.
PROMEDGRID optimization procedure performs an optimal coordinated scheduling of the generation
set, with the aim of minimizing the overall generation cost or maximizing the market surplus (sum of the
generator’s surplus, consumer’s surplus and congestion surplus). These objective functions are
consistent with the two basic approaches indicated by ENTSO-E to assess the benefits for the social
welfare [7]. The power system constraints handled in the procedure are the integral limitations on the
water reservoirs of the hydro plants and the transfer capacity of the equivalent lines of the
interconnection corridors among market zones in addition to the technical characteristics of generation
units. Network transmission constraints has been implemented in PROMEDGRID as a pure ATC network
model approach that considers only the interconnection capacity limits disregarding the physical
realities of the network.
PROMEDGRID is currently adopted in the network expansion planning procedure defined by Terna (the
Italian TSO) to take into account the market mechanisms present in the Country, identify the needs for
network expansion and prioritize the investments, while integrating market requirements with technical
and environmental constraints.
PROMEDGRID implements the expected market behavior by calculating the optimal medium-term
operation schedule on the simulated yearly horizon considering generation costs. For this reason, the
tool can be applied to a multi-area market, as the European one. PROMEDGRID is in fact one of the tool
used by ENTSO-E for the market study, for the mid-term adequacy forecast (MAF) and the ten-year
network development plan (TYNDP)[8].

Economic and environmental benefit evaluations, deriving from, internal network reinforcements or
interconnections with foreign Countries, are both obtained simulating the power system operations
over one year in future system scenarios, also considering the deregulated context. By means of
PROMEDGRID, with respect to a reference case, cost savings for different scenarios can be evaluated
(i.e. grid reinforcement, different generation mix assumptions, etc…).
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By means of PROMEDGRID, the analysis of GRIDSOL behaviour in the European electricity market will be
carried out. The optimization process will take into account the expected hourly outcomes of the
European electricity system and will perform the expected profitability and impact of GRIDSOL
technology in the EU electricity market (see chapter from 3.1 to 2.5)
Besides energy market analysis carried out by PROMEDGRID, within WP5 an evaluation of GRIDSOL
profit coming from ancillary services will be provided for several EU Countries on the basis of historical
data (see chapter 3.6). Due to the extremely diversified ancillary services framework among the
European Countries and to the rapidly evolution of the regulatory context, it is not possible to forecast
the expected GRIDSOL profitability for 2020 and 2030 target year. Therefore, a set of different
technology with a similar behavior will be selected and analyzed in order to identify different
benchmark and define a reasonable range of expected GRIDSOL profitability.

3.1. O PTIMIZATION PROCESS IN PROMEDGRID
The electricity market simulation is performed by PROMEDGRID through two computational steps:
 Unit Commitment: during this phase PROMEDGRID determines the hourly on/off state of each
thermal unit on the basis of a merit order of the offers and fulfilling the constraints of the electric
system.
 Dispatching: in this second phase PROMEDGRID determines the hourly production scheduling of
each thermal unit in coordination with the hydro dispatching, complying with the electric system
constraints.
The merit order of the offers is created on the base of the variable costs of generation and on the
bidding strategies of the units. The scope of the bid-up is to recover all the costs the power units have
for producing energy. These costs are related to the energy generation and to the start-up costs.
The unit commitment and the dispatching phases find the optimal dispatching of the power system
considering the merit order curves satisfying the main constraints of the problem like the transmission
capacity among the market areas, the must-run units, etc.
One of the most important constraint managed by PROMEDGRID is the flexibility constraint (meaning
the minimum amount of time between a start-up of a power unit and the associated shut-down). This
constraint changes the optimal solution and has an effect also on the bidding strategies of the power
units.
The variable costs model of the thermal power plants in PROMEDGRID can be defined with a linear or a
quadratic consumption curves on the basis of the model input. GRIDSOL analysis will be carried out
using a linear consumption curve, defined as:
𝐶(𝑃) = 𝑏𝑃
Where:
 P is the power output generated by the power unit [MW];
 b is coefficients of the consumption curve [GJ/MWh];
 C(P) is the fuel consumption of the power unit for producing the output P, in terms of GJ/h;
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The curve of the hourly consumption, multiplied for the fuel price and divided by the power, gives the
curve of the specific costs:
𝑆𝐶(𝑃) = 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 ∙ 𝑏
Where:
 SC(P) is the specific cost for producing the output P [€/MWh];
 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 is the fuel price [€/GJ];

The curve of the marginal costs, instead, is obtained deriving the curve of the total costs of generation:
𝑀𝐶(𝑃) = 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 ∙ 𝑏

Comparing the last two equations it is possible to see that in a model with linear curves of consumptions
the marginal and the specific costs of a power unit are the same (Figure 2).

F IGURE 2: S PECIFIC AND MARGINAL

COSTS CURVES

– L INEAR CONSUMPTION MODEL

The market bids of the power units are created adding to the marginal costs an appropriate Bid up
(Figure 3). Thanks to the bid-up the producer can recover its costs for generating energy and make a
profit.
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F IGURE 3: B ID UP – L INEAR CONSUMPTION MODEL

In addition to the fuel cost, the model in PROMEDGRID takes into account also:
 The costs for the carbon emissions;
 The variable operation and maintenance costs;

The marginal variable generation cost of a power unit are therefore calculated as:
𝑀𝐶 = 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 ∙ b + 𝐸𝑈𝐴 ∙ 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∙ 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 + O&M 𝑣𝑎𝑟
Where:





Pricefuel is the fuel price [€/GJ];
b is the average heat rate of the power unit [GJ/MWh];
EUA is the price of the carbon emission [€/ton];
Emission factor is the emission factor of the fuel [t/GJ];

 O&M 𝑣𝑎𝑟 are the variable operation and maintenance costs [€/MWh];

Mathematical formulation
The mathematic formulation of the optimization procedure carried out by PROMEDGRID is here below
summarized.

Adimensional indexes and variables:
G,g

=

total number , index of thermal generators (including fictitious slack generators)

H,h

=

total number , index of hydro generators (the index is the same for a power plant and the
relevant upstream reservoir)

Γh

=

index set of hydro power plant (and reservoir) upstream in respect to the reservoir h
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Z,z

=

index set, index of zones

L,l

=

index set, index of transmission equivalent line

T,t

=

index set, index of time-steps

K,k

=

index set, index of fuel constrained supply contracts

Ωk

=

index set of the thermal plants limited from the fuel constrained supply contract k

J,j

=

index set, index of variable cost fuel constrained supply contracts

Ψj

=

index set of the thermal plants limited by the variable cost fuel constrained supply contract j

μ1-μ12 =

month index (from 1 to 12)

D,d

=

day total number, day index

Xb

=

switch activating minimum price objective function (yes=1 no=0)

Thermal power plant variables:
A2gt

[€/MW2h]

=

hourly cost 2° degree coefficient at time-step t for the thermal power unit g

A1gt

[€/MWh]

=

hourly cost 1° degree coefficient at time-step t for the thermal power unit g

A0gt

[€/h]

=

hourly cost 0° degree coefficient at time-step t for the thermal power unit g

B1gt

[GJ/MWh] =

linearized heat rate 1°degree coefficient at time-step t for the thermal power
unit g

B0gt

[GJ/h]

=

linearized heat rate 0°degree coefficient at time-step t for a thermal power unit

Ugt

[€/MWh]

=

bid-up at time-step t for the thermal power unit g

PMgt [MW]

=

maximum power at time-step t for the thermal power unit g

Pmgt [MW]

=

minimum power at time-step t for the thermal power unit g

pgt

[MW]

=

power production at time-step t for the thermal power unit g

sgt

[MW]

=

state variable (1=ON / 0=OFF) at time-step t for the thermal power unit g

WMkt [GJ/h]

=

maximum consumption for supply contract k at time-step t

Wmkt [GJ/h]

=

minimum consumption for supply contract k at time-step t

WMkd [GJ/day]

=

maximum consumption for supply contract k for the day d

Wmkd [GJ/ day]

=

minimum consumption for supply contract k for the day d

WMkμ [GJ/m]

=

maximum consumption for supply contract k for the month μ

Wmkμ [GJ/m]

=

minimum consumption for supply contract k for the month μ

WMk [GJ/yr]

=

maximum consumption for supply contract k
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Wmk [GJ/yr]

=

minimum consumption for supply contract

Mjμ

[GJ/m]

=

border consumption activating the fuel penalty for the variable cost contract j in
month

Sjμ

[€/GJ]

=

penalty for fuel consumptions exceeding Mjμ

Hydro power plant variables:
PMht [MW]

=

generation maximum power at time-step t for the hydro power plant h

Pmht

[MW]

=

generation minimum power at time-step t for the hydro power plant h

pht

[MW]

=

power production at time-step t

QMht [MW]

=

maximum pumping consume at time-step t for the hydro pumping plant h

Qmht [MW]

=

minimum pumping consume at time-step t for the hydro pumping plant h

qht

[MW]

=

pumping consume at time-step t for the hydro pumping plant h

h

[-]

=

generation / pumping cycle efficiency for the hydro power plant h

λ ht

[GWh/103m3]

=

efficiency coefficient at time-step t for the hydro power plant h

VMht [103m3]

=

maximum reservoir capacity of hydro power plant h at time-step t

Vmht [103m3]

=

minimum reservoir capacity of hydro power plant h at time-step t

vht

[103m3]

=

water volume at time step t of hydro reservoir h

nht

[103m3]

=

natural inflow for reservoir h at time-step t (even with an hourly detail)

wht

[103m3]

=

wasted water volume for reservoir h at time step t

Power transmission variables:
IMlt

[MW]

=

maximum active power flow for the equivalent transmission line l at time-step t

Imlt

[MW]

=

minimum active power flow for the equivalent transmission line l at time-step t

σlz

[-]

=

adimensional sensitivity coefficient equal to the power flow on line when 1 MW
is injected by node z; (by fact it is the same sensitivity coefficient applied to
active power flow among zones and hence related to the admittance matrix)

Load variables
Czt

[MW]

=

zonal load at time-step t

rzt

[MW]

=

total minimum spinning reserve requested in zone z at time-step t
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Objective function







min y   A2 gt p  A1gt  X bU gt  p gt  A0 gt s gt     S j  max   B1gt p gt  B0 gt s gt   M j ,0  
g ,t
j , 
 tg,

 j


2
gt

Constraints of the problem
Thermal plant power constraints
[ g  G;  t  T ]

Pmgt sgt < pgt < PMgt sgt

Consumption constraints for fuel supply contracts

Wmkt 
Wmkd 
Wmk 
Wmk 

 B

g k

1gt

p gt  B0 gt s gt   WMkt

[ k  K;  t  T]

 B1gt p gt  B0 gt s gt   WMkd

[ k  K;  d  D]

 B1gt p gt  B0 gt s gt   WMk

[ k  K;  μ =1,..,12]

gk
td

gk
t

 B1gt p gt  B0 gt s gt   WMk

[ k  K]

gk
tT

Hydro plant power constraints:
[ h  H;  t  T]

Pmht < pht < PMht

[ h  H;  t  T]

Qmht < qht < QMht

Hydro reservoir constraints:
 p   h qh
 p  i qi

Vmht  vh 0    h
 nh  wh    i
 wi    VMht [ hH;  tT]


ht
i
 t 
ih 


 p h   h q h

 

tT 

ht

 nh  wh 

 pi   i qi

 

ih 

i


 nhi  wi    0



[ hH]

Power transmission constraints (zonal power balance multiplied by the sensitivity coefficient for each
interconnection):
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I mlt    lz

zZ 



   p gt    p ht  q ht   C zt    I Mlt

hz
 g z


[ l  L;  t  T ]

Load balance constraints1:

p

gG

gt

   pht  qht    Czt  rzt   0
hH

[ t  T] for the Unit Commitment problem, i.e. for the

zZ

on/off thermal units states decision

 p gt    p ht  qht    C zt  0

gG

hH

zZ

[ t  T] for the hydro-thermal dispatching problem.

The flexibility constraint and the flexibility bid-up
The Market simulations performed within the WP5 take into account the flexibility constraints of the
power units. In this context, flexibility means the minimum amount of time between a start-up of a
power unit and the associated shut-down.
PROMEDGRID manages this constraint during the unit-commitment phase. First of all, the software
evaluates the minimum number of power units which are necessary for satisfying the load. The decision
is made only considering the costs of the power units. On the base of this preliminary evaluation, the
software compares the hours of operation of each power unit in each flexibility period: if a power unit is
in operation for a number of hours compatible with the flexibility constraint, the software decides to
switch on the power unit in all the hours of its flexibility period. Otherwise the power unit is switched
off.
Figure 4 shows an example of this approach: in a certain day, the preliminary evaluation shows that a
power unit is cost competitive for 10 hours. At this point, the software compares this unit commitment
profile with the flexibility of the power unit. If for example the flexibility is equal to 12 hours, the
software decides to switch on the power unit for two additional hours, in order to satisfy the flexibility
constraint.

1

In order to consider the spinning power reserve, the load balance constraint is different in the two stages of the
PROMEDGRID algorithm.
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F IGURE 4: F LEXIBILITY CONSTRAINT

DURING THE

UC PHASE – E XTENSION OF THE OPER ATION (1 SWITCH ON – 0 SWITCH OFF )

After the unit commitment phase, the software optimizes the dispatching of the system. At this point, in
a certain hour, a power unit can be in operation even if it is not cost competitive due to the flexibility
constraint managed during the unit commitment phase (the marginal cost of the unit is above the
system marginal cost). During these hours, the power unit is dispatched at its minimum and it is not a
marginal unit. Since the market price is lower than the cost of the unit, the unit produces energy with a
negative economic margin.
The modelled market bids of the unit take into account that these negative margins have to be
recovered when the unit is cost competitive and can fix the market price.
This flexibility bid-up is strictly related:
 with the dispatching of the power unit: if a power unit is cost competitive in many hours and as a
consequence is dispatched above its minimum, it can lower the bid-up. Bid-up strategy is aimed at
avoiding negative economic margin to the thermal units: if the thermal unit is already cost
competitive, there is no need to increase the offering price.
 with the market prices: in case of greater market prices the economic margin of the power unit
increases and consequently the bid up decreases. Bid-up strategy is aimed at avoiding negative
economic margin to the thermal units: if the thermal unit margin is already positive, there is no need
to increase the offering price.
Unfortunately, it is impossible for a power unit to know these variables a priori, e.g. when it wants to
develop its bidding strategy. In fact, the system dispatching as well as the market prices depend on the
market bids.
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For this reason, in order to optimize the bidding strategies of the power units, CESI developed an
iterative procedure able to define the flexibility-bid-up. The iterative procedure is described below and
is applied also for define the start-up costs.
Start-up costs
The cost of a single start-up is measured with the equivalent fuel cost that the power unit has to pay, in
order to switch from the state off, to its maximum power. This assumption is based on the fact that
during start-up conditions a power unit does not operate normally: the power plant has to warm all its
components and do specific operations (consuming fuel) before it can produce and sell energy. This
approach is consistent with the guidelines adopted at ENTSO-E level for constructing the European
planning scenarios.

More in detail, the cost of each start-up is obtained using the following formula:
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡−𝑢𝑝 = 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡−𝑢𝑝 ∙ 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙ (𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒)
Where:
 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡−𝑢𝑝 is the specific fuel consumption of the power plant during start-up
conditions [GJ/MW];
 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum power of the power plant [MW];
 Fuel price is in €/GJ;
 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡−𝑢𝑝 is the cost of the power unit for one start-up [€];
Similarly to the cost of inflexibility, the cost of the start-ups of the power units are recovered through
the market bids. In particular, in each hour is calculated an extra bid-up for recovering the start-up costs.
The hourly bid-up of start-up [€/MWh] of a power unit depends on the cost of each single start-up, on
the number of the start-ups and on the amount of the generated energy and therefore it is strictly
related to the dispatching of the unit. The hourly start-up cost increases:
 if the unit is not marginal or infra-marginal in many hours of its period of operation,
 if the unit undergoes many start-ups and
 if the technology of the unit has high costs for each start-up
Also in this case for optimizing the bidding strategies it is used the iterative method described below.

Iterative Approach
As already discussed, the modelled market bids of the units take into account that the negative margins
have to be recovered when the unit is cost competitive and can fix the market price. The costs to
recover are related to the technical power units constraints and to the start-up costs.
To obtain this target, in the market bids it is necessary to consider the expected dispatching as well as
the market prices: in this way it is possible to calculate the economic margins of the power unit and the
hours in which the unit is the last unit in the merit order and can therefore fix the market price.
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Because it is impossible to know these variables in advance, CESI developed the iterative approach
described in Figure 5 in order to optimize the bidding strategies of the power units.
The first step of the approach is to find the optimal unit commitment and dispatching of the system,
without considering the bidding strategies. Next, it is possible to calculate the revenues of the thermal
generators: for each unit the software develops a bidding strategy on the base of its economic margins.
After that, the software performs a new unit commitment – dispatching phase, considering the new
bidding strategy. Now the dispatching changes in respect to the previous one because the new bidding
strategies modify the merit order curves and hence the optimal solution. At this point a new calculus of
the economic margins is performed and a new bidding strategy is developed. The algorithm stops when
the differences between two optimal dispatching obtained with two different strategies are under a
certain tolerance.

F IGURE 5: I TERATIVE PROCESS FOR

THE BIDDING STRATEGY
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PROMEDGRID Input and Output
PROMEDGRID electricity market simulation is based on a detailed model of the electric power system
which takes into account the following issues:
 Equivalent network model and interconnection capacity. The network model is structured into
market zones that are interconnected by equivalent interconnections; each interconnection must be
characterized by a maximum active power transfer capacity in each direction which can be specified
with an hourly detail.
 Zonal Hourly load: PROMEDGRID will start-up the optimal number of units able to meet the inelastic
demand load plus the reserve in each hour of the year.
 Import/export from/to other neighbouring electric system. Power exchanges on the borders of the
modelled power system, if present, can be modelled with virtual generating units for each border
characterized by an imposed positive production (imports) or negative production (exports) with an
hourly detail.
 RES generation (Renewable Energy Sources) are modelled by imposed generation profiles for each
zone/area and for each technology according to capacity assumption and applying characteristic
generation profiles.
 Thermal generation set. For each thermal unit and for each technical configuration, a list of
characteristics must be defined: minimum and maximum power, the fuel mix (one or two fuels), the
heat rate curve for each fuel of the mix, the scheduled and the forced average outage rates and the
start-up/shut-down flexibility2, the star-up cost.
 Fuel prices and EUA price. Fuel prices can be given for each type of fuel with a monthly detail. When
information is available it is possible to configure a “fuel location price” for each thermal unit.
Besides, a unique European Union Allowance (EUA) price for carbon emission can be considered to
estimate the carbon cost component and its impact on the generation dispatching optimisation.
 Hydro generation set. It is modelled taking into account pumped-storage hydro power plants and
hydro equivalents for reservoir and for run-of-river hydro power plants; one or more equivalent
plants are defined for each network/market zone, according to a specific equivalence methodology.
The main technical data concern the minimum/maximum power, the efficiency of the
hydraulic/electric energy conversion, the reservoir volume and the expected hourly natural inflows
along the initial and final amount of water in each reservoir for the yearly simulation period. It is also
possible to specify, with a weekly detail, natural inflows and the minimum and maximum amount of
water in each reservoir;

PROMEDGRID determines for each hour of the simulated yearly horizon:
 the electricity zonal prices given by the operation of the day-ahead energy market also managing
possible congestions based on market splitting criterion

2

Constraint on the minimum number of hours that the unit must be running after to be started up.
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the production of each generating unit
the active power flow in the equivalent interconnections linking the different market zones
the generation costs, the revenues, the profits and the market shares of each generation unit
the generator’s surplus, the consumer’s surplus and the congestion surplus (market surplus) for each
hour and for each market zone.

Therefore, PROMEDGRID allows evaluating:
1. optimal evolution scenarios of the dispatchable generation set (thermal, hydroelectric and the new
GRIDSOL technology) in an open energy market
2. congestions between market zones
3. market price forecasting and volatility assessment for risk management (addressed to
generators/traders)
4. operational planning (addressed to generation companies)
5. financial justification of business-ventures and market shares of a specific generation plant
6. effectiveness of a market regulation (addressed to Regulatory Authorities).

F IGURE 6: S TRUCTURE OF PROMEDGRID,

THE ELECTRICITY MARKET S IMULATOR

S OURCE : CESI

In order to evaluate the GRIDSOL behaviour in the EU electricity market, the models for the GRIDSOL
technology will be integrated in PROMEDGRID (WP5) considering technical performances (input from
WP2) and hence it assesses, by wholesale electricity market simulation, the profitability of new GRIDSOL
technology.
With specific reference to this project, the use of this tool shall give a clear picture of the role that
GRIDSOL set can play in the European electricity market, keeping into account the overall available
generation set and the power transfer limits between areas. The results shall consists of the expected
production profile of GRIDSOL plants in the year, the relevant selling prices and the revenues.

3.1.1. A VAILABLE INPUTS FROM TYNDP
As for the general scenario assumptions, most of the information included in the available database
comes from public database and documents (e.g. ENTSO-E data portal, ENTSO-E scenario outlook and
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Adequacy Forecasts, TSO specific documentations and updated literature). Two different target year will
be assessed, 2020 and 2030, on the basis of the most recent available ENTSO-E data.
Simulations boundaries include all the interconnected countries that together form the European
Network of Transmission System Operators (ENTSO-E, see Table 5 below).

T ABLE 5: L IST OF TYNDP INTERCONNECTED COUNTRIES

Node Name

Country Name

Node Name

Country Name

AL
AT
BA
BE
BG
CH
CY
CZ
DE
DK
EE
ES
FI
FR
GB
GR
HR
HU

Albania
Austria
Bosnia Herzegovina
Belgium
Bulgaria
Switzerland
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Germany
Denmark
Estonia
Spain
Finland
France
United Kingdom
Greece
Croatia
Hungary

IE
IT
LT
LU
LV
ME
MK
NI
NL
NO
PL
PT
RO
RS
SE
SI
SK

Ireland
Italy
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Latvia
Montenegro
FYROM
Northern Ireland
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Serbia
Sweden
Slovenia
Slovak Republic

S OURCE : TYNDP2016

ENTSO-E database is setup on a yearly basis and includes the following information:
 Thermal generating fleet:
o Technologies (NPP, CCGT, Conventional, OCGT, etc.);
o Installed generation capacity for each Country (MW);
o Average heat rate and O&M costs of each technology (%; €/MWh);
o Average planned and forced unavailability (hours/year);
o Type of fuel (gas, coal, lignite, etc.);
o GHG’s emissions characteristics (CO2, NOx, SO2 and particulates).
 Hydro power fleet (grouped in equivalent hydro plant for each market zone):
o Total net generation capacity ROR (MW);
o Total net generation capacity storage (MW);
o Total net generation capacity of pumping units (MW);
o Total net pumping capacity of pumping units (MW);
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 Electricity demand
o Demand profile for each hour of the year and each market zone of the simulation perimeter;
 RES production
o Installed capacity for each Country of the different RES (wind, solar, biomass, etc.);
 Transmission capacity
o Cross-border NTC evolution considering the impact of selected new entrant interconnection
projects;
 Macroeconomic scenario drivers
o Operational (fuel prices, CO2 allowance prices).

3.1.2. I NFORMATION REQUIRED FROM OTHER WP S
The GRIDSOL technology will be integrated in the PROMEDGRID model and the profitability of the
selected configurations will be assessed on the basis of the technical details and the wholesale
electricity market simulation. The GRIDSOL technology will be integrated in PROMEDGRID with a specific
model expressly developed for this purpose in accordance with the technology specifications provided
by WP2.To do this, further information from WP2 is required:
 Hourly solar irradiation, needed to define PV and CSP hourly production profile.
 Hourly wind resource, needed to define Wind hourly production profile.
 Photovoltaic (PV) and/or Wind:
o The hourly energy production profile and the nominal power;
o O&M and investment costs;
o Unscheduled unavailability and maintenance duration;
 Concentrating Solar Power (CSP):
o hourly profile of solar energy (GJ) accumulated by mirrors in the TES or hourly profile of solar
irradiation plus efficiency of mirrors ;
o O&M and investment costs;
o Unscheduled unavailability and maintenance duration;
 Gas Turbine (GT):
o Nominal power in MW (minimum power generally is assumed equal to zero);
o Efficiency (in terms of Heat rate, defined as the amount of energy (GJ) from the fuel that is
needed to generate one MWh of electricity). This definition of efficiency includes all the Parasitic
Consumptions and it is assumed to be a constant value;
o Fuel typology;
o Heat recover to the Hot Molten Salt Tank (GJ) for produced electrical MWh and it is assumed to
be a constant coefficient;
o Unscheduled unavailability and maintenance duration.
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 Steam Turbine (ST):
o Nominal, minimum and maximum power in MW;
o Efficiency (in terms of Heat rate, defined as the amount of energy (GJ) from the TES that is
needed to generate one MWh of electricity). This definition of efficiency includes all the Parasitic
Consumptions and it is assumed to be a constant value;
o If existing, flexibility constraint defined as (a) the minimum number of hours a generator must
stay continuously connected at least at minimum power after the connection to the grid and
(b) the minimum number of hours a generator must stay disconnected from the grid after it has
stopped the production;
o Start-up costs defined as the amount of energy (GJ) from TES required to put the ST in operation
from standing still;
o Unscheduled unavailability and maintenance duration.
 Thermal Energy Storage (TES):
o Storage capacity in terms of maximum and minimum energy stored (GJ);
o Efficiency, that reflects the heat loss during heat storage and can be defined as the ratio of the
energy extracted from the storage to the energy stored in it;
o O&M and investment costs;
o Unscheduled unavailability and maintenance duration.
 Battery energy system (BES):
o Storage capacity in terms of maximum and minimum energy stored (GJ);
o Efficiency, that reflects the heat loss during heat storage and can be defined as the ratio of the
energy extracted from the storage to the energy stored in it;
o O&M and investment costs;
o Unscheduled unavailability and maintenance duration.
 For the whole GRIDSOL system:
o The nominal power (maximum and minimum energy production) in every possible configuration;
o Particular KPI target value in terms of production.
o O&M (fixed and variable for the different generators) and investment costs.
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3.2. G RIDSOL GENERATOR MODEL
Figure 7 shows GRIDSOL main scheme:
F IGURE 7: GRIDSOL SCHEME

3

S OURCE : GRIDSOL G RANT A GREEMENT – A NNEX 1 D O A, REVISED ADDING THE BATTERIES

The main components to be highlighted for the model to be set up in PROMEDGRID are:
 PV power plant, characterized by prioritized production set on the basis of the hourly solar
irradiation and PV efficiency. If available, a scheduled maintenance can be easily modelled by
reducing to zero the energy production of the PV power plant
 CSP thermal production, defined by means of an hourly profile of solar energy accumulated by
mirrors in the TES. Also in this case the thermal productions is fixed by the solar irradiation.
 Hot Molten Salts Tank, the Thermal Energy Storage (TES) that allows excess thermal energy to be
collected for later use. This system enables the solar thermal power plants to operate just like a
conventional fossil fuel power plant, reliably generating electricity when it’s needed most. It is
characterized by an efficiency that reflects the heat loss during charge, discharge, and holding and
can be defined as the ratio of the energy extracted from the storage to the energy stored in it.
TES efficiency =

actual thermal energy discharged
stored thermal energy

 The system is predicted to have a very high efficiency as reference to the energy retained by storing
heat before turning it into electricity, versus converting heat directly into electricity.
 The thermal energy channelled into the TES comes from the CSP system and the GT recovery heat (if
in operation). The TES system allows a shifting between an energy production and an energy
consumption, increasing the flexibility of the entire GRIDSOL system. This flexibility is therefore
connected with the storage capacity in terms of maximum and minimum energy stored.

3

During the project, also configurations in which wind generation is added or replaces PV will be considered.
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 Gas Turbine, able to compensate solar resources with recovered heat from the hot combusted gas.
The GT heat recovered contribution can be essential under particular conditions related to the steam
turbine operation. On the other side, if in operation, the gas turbine directly put its energy into the
grid and sell its energy at the day-ahead market price. Generally speaking, gas turbine are more
costly than combined cycle power plant or coal fuel power plant, and are therefore used during the
peak load hours when a great amount of energy is required by the system. On the other side Gas
Turbine are characterized by a very high flexibility that allows them to have very low start-up costs.
GT optimization will take into account all these system aspects. GT turbine can be fired up with
natural gas (subject to CO2 emissions) or biogas fuel.
 Steam turbine, similar to the traditional thermal power plants but uses solar radiation as a primary
resource (it extracts the thermal energy from pressurized steam and used it to do mechanical work).
Because of the high pressures used in the steam circuits and the materials used, steam turbines have
high thermal inertia that requires several hours for the warm-up procedure, increasing its start-up
costs.
 Battery energy system (BES), capable to store the PV, steam turbine and gas turbine energy
production in order to increase the flexibility of the GRIDSOL system. The opportunity of shifting the
energy production and consumption is connected with the storage capacity of the BES.
 Wind power plant, characterized by prioritized production set on the basis of the hourly wind profile
and Wind turbine efficiency. If available, a scheduled maintenance can be easily modelled by
reducing to zero the energy production of the Wind power plant
Unscheduled and scheduled unavailability: CSP + ST + TES
Each GRIDSOL component can be characterized by different unscheduled and scheduled unavailability.
As regard CSP, TES and ST, it can be said that the unavailability of a single component compromise the
whole system power injection:
 if the CSP component is out of service, the TES could not provide a continuous and profitable use of
the steam turbine (a storage capacity of the Hot Molten Salts Tank lower than 12 hours is assumed).
 if the TES system is unavailable, the steam turbine cannot be fed any more, and the CSP system must
be stopped.
 finally, if the steam turbine doesn’t work, also the heat recover from the CSP mirrors must be
stopped because of the limited storage capacity of the TES (a storage capacity of the Hot Molten
Salts Tank lower than 12 hours is assumed).
For these reasons, it is assumed that the scheduled maintenance of CSP, TES, ST and GT will be
performed at the same time and that the maintenance duration is defined by the most critical
component.
𝐷𝑇(𝐶𝑆𝑃 + 𝑆𝑇 + 𝑇𝐸𝑆) = max[𝐷𝑇(𝐶𝑆𝑃), 𝐷𝑇(𝑆𝑇), 𝐷𝑇(𝑇𝐸𝑆)]
Where:
DT(𝐶𝑆𝑃 + 𝑆𝑇 + 𝑇𝐸𝑆) = Maintenance duration time of GRIDSOL [days]
DT(CSP) = Maintenance duration time of CSP system [days]
DT(ST) = Maintenance duration time of the Steam Turbine [days]
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DT(TES) = Maintenance duration time of the TES system [days]

As regard the unavailability of the system, it will be assumed equal to the product between each single
unavailability.
𝑈𝑈(𝐶𝑆𝑃 + 𝑆𝑇 + 𝑇𝐸𝑆) = 1 − [(1 − 𝑈𝑈(𝐶𝑆𝑃)) ∙ (1 − 𝑈𝑈(𝑆𝑇)) ∙ (1 − 𝑈𝑈(𝐺𝑇))]
Where:
UU(𝐶𝑆𝑃 + 𝑆𝑇 + 𝑇𝐸𝑆) = Unscheduled Unavailability of GRIDSOL configuration consisting of CSP,
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
ST, TES with respect to the total hours per annum [
%]
8760
UU(CSP) = Unscheduled Unavailability of CSP system
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
with respect to the total hours per annum [
%]
8760
UU(ST) = Unscheduled Unavailability of the Steam Turbine
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
with respect to the total hours per annum [
%]
8760
UU(GT) = Unscheduled Unavailability of the Gas Turbine
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
with respect to the total hours per annum [
%]
8760

Unscheduled and scheduled unavailability: GT, PV and/or Wind
GT and PV unscheduled unavailability will be considered separately by reducing the maximum energy
production
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 [𝑀𝑊] = 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥[𝑀𝑊] ∙ 𝑈𝑛𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑈𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦
where:
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 [𝑀𝑊]
while the scheduled maintenance will be set during more favourable yearly periods:
 PV scheduled maintenance will be set in winter when the solar irradiation is lower
 Wind scheduled maintenance will be set in the season when the wind is lower
 GT scheduled maintenance will be set during the spring when the need of recovered heat to
compensate the solar resources is lower because of the lower energy consumption and the higher
solar irradiation.
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Optimization Process
In order to model the GRIDSOL technology, several system variables are identified, able to define the
entire GRIDSOL operation:
 Gas Turbine production [MWh]
 Steam Turbine production [MWh]
 BES energy output [MWh]
The optimization of the GRIDSOL plant operations will be carried out on the basis of the expected hourly
energy price profile in each EU country in order to maximize the overall profit of each plant. An iterative
process will enable PROMEDGRID to take into account the impact of GRIDSOL on the energy price. The
convergence criteria will be set on the basis of the GRIDSOL production stability from one iteration
process to the other (the algorithm stops when the differences between two optimal dispatching
obtained with two different optimization are under a certain tolerance).
F IGURE 8: I TERATIVE PROCESS

From WP2 assumption, solar irradiation and CSP efficiency are input of the model developed in WP5.
Setting as a variable the steam generation energy, it is possible to model the state of charge of the Hot
Molten Salts Tank. The heat recovered depends also on the Gas Turbine production that will optimized
on the basis of:
 Market price at time t: Gat Turbine can produce when the price is higher than its marginal cost
 ST flexibility constraints if the solar source is not sufficient to fulfil the optimal operation condition of
the component
 Fuel costs (including CO2 emission costs in case the GT is fuelled with natural gas) and operational
costs
Steam Turbine production will be optimized on the basis of:
 Hourly Market price during the target year
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Flexibility constraints (due to high thermal inertia) and minimum/maximum power
Available thermal energy stored in the TES system and maximum storage capacity
GRIDSOL KPI in terms of capacity factor and GRIDSOL minimum nominal power.
Start-up costs and operational costs

Energy production provided by the Battery Energy System [MWh] will be optimized on the basis of:




Hourly Market price during the target year
Available energy stored in the BES and maximum/minimum storage capacity
GRIDSOL KPI in terms of capacity factor and GRIDSOL minimum nominal power

3.3. E XPECTED OUTCOMES OF ANALYSIS ON MARKET
PROMEDGRID will be used to optimize the hourly operation of GRIDSOL generation system over the two
selected target years (2020 and 2030) while taking into account the whole market constraints. The
output of the simulations will consist for each EU Country mainly in the following outcomes:






expected hourly electricity price profile,
expected production of the different technologies,
expected costs of fuel consumption for each technology,
expected CO2 emissions for the different technologies,
expected power exchanges between Countries.

These values will be used in the next analysis to compare different scenarios and identify the most
favourable solutions among the analysed ones.
Three steps are identified for the assessment of GRIDSOL performance in the EU electricity market:
Phase I
 expected profitability (revenues and cost estimation) at the target year 2020 from the day-ahead
energy market for each different GRIDSOL configuration
 for each target country, selection of the most profitable configuration (up to three different
configurations)
Phase II
 revenue evolution of the most profitable GRIDSOL configuration over the target year 2020 and 2030
in the day-ahead market. Most profitable country for GRIDSOL technology will be pointed out.
 expected production of each part of GRIDSOL
 expected operational costs (fuel costs for GT)
 expected hourly energy price profile in each EU country
 congestions on interconnections between Countries
 reduction of CO2 emissions and fuel savings due to GRISDOL project
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Phase III
 impact on the system of the introduction of different penetration of GRIDSOL plants in terms of
consumer surplus, producer surplus and congestion rent (welfare variation split by target countries).
The analysis will be carried out in presence of one or many GRIDSOL plants (input from WP2).
The methodology is better defined in the following paragraph 3.4.
The outcomes of PROMEDGRID simulations will allow also the evaluation of the required KPIs:
 GRIDSOL capacity factor up to 70%
 The auxiliary fuel backup production, to be lower than 20%

3.4. E VALUATION OF GRIDSOL PROFITABILITY
The aim of this task is to assess a simple economic indicator for each of the different GRIDSOL
configurations that will descend from WP2, based on the revenues and cost estimation. The objective is
to identify the most economical and effective setup among the analysed ones on the basis of the
analyses and comparisons that are going to be presented in this part of the document. The proposed
comparisons will be used in order to rank the different solutions and select the most favourable one in
the given scenario, and focus the detailed analysis on it.
The procedure will be based on an index which wants to allow an easy identification of the most
promising configuration. Input related to revenues and costs are required in order to have a good
picture of the main economics.
Concerning the revenues, the information comes from the simulations performed with the
PROMEDGRID software, which provides the amount of expected produced energy for each part of the
GRIDSOL plant and the expected energy price profile, totalling also the overall expected revenues. This
value must be calculated for every different scenario to be analysed, as the expected energy price and
the expected production depend on the considered market environment (quantity of installed power of
different technologies, cost of commodities, maximum allowed power exchange between countries…).
With regard to the costs, they can be distinguished in investment costs and operational costs:




Investment cost of different GRIDSOL configurations are calculated in WP2. It must include also
related technical services and compensations for land acquisition and resettlement. The total
amount of investment costs will be assessed for each configuration, but do not depend on the
simulated market condition. It is on the contrary impacted by other variables, above all, the
discount rate.
Operational costs can also include several different types of costs, but for the proposed analysis the
focus is only on the most important ones which are related to (a) fuel costs and (b) maintenance
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costs. The first ones (a) are provided by PROMEDGRID, as one of the results of the yearly day-ahead
market simulation for the given scenario, based on the specific fuel consumption of GRIDSOL
technology and fuel prices defined in other WPs4. The second ones (b) are typically obtained by the
sum of a fixed value and a variable value linked to the produced energy. The fixed value and the
coefficient for the variable part with respect to the actual production are related to GRIDSOL
characteristics (such as the technology and the plant dimension) and will be provided by other WPs,
while the quantity of produced energy for the calculation of the variable part will be provided by the
simulations done with PROMEDGRID.
Considering the type of available data and the need to compare different configuration in different
countries and rank them in order to determine the most favourable one, CESI will use an indicator that
will consider the gross margin generated by a certain configuration and the relevant annual cost
evaluated in the specific simulated scenario.
The Indicator is defined as follow:
𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝐺𝑀𝐼𝑖,𝑐,𝑡 =

𝑅𝑑𝑎𝑚 𝑖,𝑐,𝑡 − 𝐹𝑖,𝑐,𝑡 − 𝑀𝑖,𝑐,𝑡
𝐸𝐴𝐶𝑖,𝑡

Where:
𝑖: index of the considered configuration of GRIDSOL
𝑐: index of the country considered in the analysis
𝑡: specific Scenario year considered in the analysis
𝐺𝑀𝐼𝑖,𝑐,𝑡 : Gross Margin index of the configuration 𝑖 in the country 𝑐 in the year 𝑡
𝑅𝑑𝑎𝑚 𝑖,𝑐,𝑡 : revenues on the day-ahead market of the configuration 𝑖 in the year 𝑡 in the country c (output
of PROMEDGRID simulations)5
𝐹𝑖,𝑐,𝑡 : fuel consumption of the configuration 𝑖 in the year 𝑡 in the country c (output of PROMEDGRID
simulations)

4

The coefficients of the specific fuel consumption and the fuel cost must be defined according the following
formula
2
Ctot [€/h] = (c2 * P + c1 * P + c0) * K
Where
c0 [GJ/h], c1 [GJ/MWh], c2 [GJ/MW2h] are the three coefficients of the thermoelectric power plant’s
quadratic consumption curve, giving the hourly consumption in GJ for a given generated capacity level.
P [MW] is the power generated by the thermal power plant
K [€/GJ] is the cost of each GJ obtained by the combustion of a given fuel
5
For each analyzed country PROMEDGRID simulations will define the hourly production profile of the GRIDSOL
configurations and the market price at which the energy is sold.
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𝑀𝑖,𝑐,𝑡 : annual operation and maintenance expenditure of the configuration 𝑖 in the year 𝑡 in the country
c (calculated based on information provided by WP2 and GRIDSOL production calculated by
PROMEDGRID)
𝐸𝐴𝐶𝑖,𝑡 : equivalent annual cost of the GRIDSOL calculated as follow:
𝐸𝐴𝐶𝑖,𝑡 =

(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒) ∗ (𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋𝑖 )
1
1−
(1 + 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒)𝑛

𝑛: number of years over which the plant is expected to be financed assumed also equal to its lifetime.
The principle of the annuity method is that the annual capital cost is calculated as equal instalments for
the economic lifetime of the investment. With these instalments, the investment and the interests will
be paid back by the end of the economic lifetime. The real interest rate is approximately the nominal
interest rate minus the inflation rate [9]. It can be assumed a discount rate of 7.5% based on average
discount rates for CSP projects reported by IRENA[10] and FRAUNHOFER [11]. A sensitivity analysis on
the impact of the discount rate will be performed considering a range between 5% and 10%. The
equivalent annual cost is defined as being equal to the amount of money to be paid at the end of each
year (annuity) to amortize the investment, at a rate of discount over 𝑛 years.
The simulations of the day-ahead market will be performed with PROMEDGRID on defined scenario at
specific target years. The first target year is the year 2020, which is also taken as a reference year for the
comparison of the different configurations. Once the configuration with the best GMI is identified,
following simulations are performed at the 2030 target year, on different scenario.
For the definition of the 2020 scenario, ENTSO-E collects the best estimations of the expected scenario
at that year from the TSOs of each country. For this reason this scenario is highly credible and
represents the most reliable data set available. It should not be revised in term of expected installed
generation capacity or in term of expected demand.
The process to evaluate the different configurations is summarized in Figure 9.
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F IGURE 9: M ETHODOLOGY TO EVALUATE THE G RIDSOL PROFITABILITY

S OURCE : CESI

Once the GMI’s are calculated for the selected scenario (ENTSO-E 2020) two possible outcomes are
expected. The first one is summarized in the Figure 10:
F IGURE 10: E XPECTED OUTCOMES OF

THE

PROMEDGRID ANALYSIS (1)

S OURCE : CESI

In the event that one configuration has the best GMI in the great majority of countries, it will be the only
one selected for the subsequent simulations to be performed in 2030 scenario.
In the event that some configurations will perform better in some countries and others in other
countries, the selection will be carried out accordingly considering for each country (or for a cluster of
countries) the relevant configuration with the best GMI. Up to four different configurations can be
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selected for the subsequent simulations to be used together in the same scenario, each one in the
relevant Country. This Figure 11 below summarizes this process:
F IGURE 11: E XPECTED OUTCOMES OF

THE

PROMEDGRID ANALYSIS (2)

S OURCE : CESI

Once the most profitable configuration or different configurations are selected, they will be evaluated in
the ENTSO-E Scenarios at 2030 considering two opposite views in order to verify their profitability as a
result of an important variation of the exogenous factors. The ENTSO-E TYNDP 2018 (Ten Year Network
Development Plan) is currently under development and the most updated scenario will be used to
perform the PROMEDGRID simulations. Compared to the less recent TYNDP 2016 different methodology
is being applied. There may be just one main 2030 Scenario estimated following a Bottom-up approach,
while other vision of 2030 will be estimated following a top down approach. It is suggested to use the
most recent available scenarios in order to consider the latest development of the European network
development.
In case that TYNDP 2016 will be used, the declared objective of the Visions for 2030, as stated by ENTSOE, is to construct contrasting Visions that reflect the same boundary conditions for all countries but that
differ enough from each other to capture a realistic range of possible future pathways as well as
resulting in different future challenges for the grid. In order to keep the number of long term Visions
limited, the choice was made to work around two main axes:


one axis is related to European ambitions and targets to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 8095% below 1990 levels by 2050. The axes provides a spectrum of progress, with the goal to assess
the impact of progress/delay in decarbonisation of energy on grid development needs by 2030. The
two selected outcomes are viewed to be extreme enough to result in very different flow patterns on
the grid. The first selected outcome is a state where Europe is very well on track to realize the set
objective of energy decarbonisation by 2050. The second selected outcome is a state where Europe
progresses beyond 2020 targets to align with the recent 2030 targets set for renewables. It is
assumed that the 27% target for renewables translates to about 40% of renewable share in
electrical energy consumption.
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the second axis relates to perspective of measures for decarbonisation of the energy system. This
can be done firstly in a strong European framework in which national policies will be more effective,
but not preventing Member States developing the options which are most appropriate to their
circumstances, or secondly in a looser European framework effectively resulting in parallel national
schemes.
F IGURE 12: T WO - AXIS OVERVIEW OF THE 4 V ISIONS

For the elaboration of the long-term scenarios of the European power system, two sets of intermediate
assumptions will be identified from the Visions reflecting more realistic conditions in terms of fulfilment
of the decarbonisation target (first axis) and in terms of European co-operation framework (second axis)
drawing two more balanced scenarios at 2030:

SCENARIO A: representing a more conservative scenario:




less favourable economic and financial condition;
lower changes in electricity demand (lower energetic efficiency, lower penetration of electrical
automotive transport, demand response as today);
moderate growth of RES.

SCENARIO B: representing a more optimistic scenario with the following characteristics:
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more favourable economic and financial conditions;
higher changes in electricity demand (higher energetic efficiency, higher penetration of electrical
automotive transport);
higher RES integration.

The detailed Scenario definition will be based on the available information by ENTSO-E.

F IGURE 13: E XPECTED OUTCOM ES OF THE PROMEDGRID ANALYSIS AT 2030

S OURCE : CESI

Sensitivity analysis
Additional sensitivity analyses will be performed to assess the effects of adverse changes on the project,
in particular the extent to which the profitability changes for different values of the major variables. A
sensitivity analysis will be made with regard to:




fuel cost
CO2 cost
discount rate

3.5. E VALUATION OF GRIDSOL IMPACT INTO THE OVERALL EU ELECTRICITY MARKET
Under this task, the impact of a high number of GRIDSOL plants into the overall EU electricity market is
assessed. Two different levels of GRIDSOL penetration will be evaluated through PROMEDGRID
simulations, to analyse the changes introduced by different amount of GRIDSOL installed capacity in the
EU system with respect to the expected results without this new technology.
The first step of this task will be the selection of two reasonable targets of installed capacity, taking into
account the countries of interest and the relevant thermal installed capacity and constraints on space
availability.
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In order to decide how many new hypothetical GRIDSOL power plants to insert in the simulated scenario
and how to divide them in the different Countries, additional parameters will be evaluated with other
WPs besides the ones already taken into account in the first phase, as for example:




Space availability (specific for each Country and influenced by its characteristic configuration)
Gross Margin Index for each Country (output of the previous analysis)
Replaceable thermal installed capacity of each Country (Figure 14 shows the amount of fossil fuel
capacity installed in 2014 in the EU, which could be partially replaced by GRIDSOL technology)

F IGURE 14: INSTALLED FOSSIL FUE L CAPACITY IN 2014 BY COUNTRY EU27 [GW]

S OURCE : US EIA

These parameters will be assessed together with other WPs, to ensure a common approach to the
evaluations and that the maximum installed capacity for each Country is defined and agreed among the
involved WPs. Based on that, the mix of generators in each Country is defined through a methodology
that will ponder the different parameters. The impact of GRIDSOL penetration in the EU electricity
Market will be evaluated in terms of Social Welfare, CO2 emissions and fuel saving.
The process is summarized in the Figure 15.
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F IGURE 15: M ETHODOLOGY TO EVALUATE THE G RIDSOL I MPACT ON EU M ARKET

S OURCE : CESI

3.5.1. B ENEFITS ON THE E LECTRICITY M ARKET
The introduction of high quantity of GRIDSOL plants in the EU electrical power system is supposed to
have an influence on the electricity market price, thus affecting the benefits which producers and
consumers can have by selling/buying activities. The following paragraphs give a more detailed
explanation of the methodology used to calculate the benefit for the overall system, focusing on the
producer surplus, consumer surplus and congestion rent. The sum of these three values is defined as
socio-economic welfare or Social Welfare. The reference document for this assessment is [10][12].
3.5.1.1. Consumer Surplus
Consumer surplus is an economic measure of consumer satisfaction, which is calculated by analysing the
difference between what consumers are willing to pay for electricity relative to its market price.
Figure 16 shows the consumer surplus considering two different types of demand curve: (a) elastic
demand curve (change in price has a large effect on buying) and (b) inelastic demand curve (the amount
of purchased energy is independent from prices).
Most of the Countries are presently considered to have inelastic demand curves.
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F IGURE 16: C ONSUMER SURPLUS WITH ( A ) ELASTIC AND ( B ) INELASTIC DEMAND CURVE

(a)

(b)

3.5.1.2. Producer Surplus
Producer surplus is the amount that electricity producers benefit by selling at a market price that is
higher than the least that they would be willing to sell for. Figure 17 gives a graphic explanation of the
identified value.
F IGURE 17: P RODUCER SURPLUS

3.5.1.3. Generation cost
With the assumption of no market power, producers offer energy on the market at their specific cost. In
this case, the area under the supply curve reflects the generation cost. Figure 18 shows the area
corresponding to the generation costs in the demand-generation plot.
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F IGURE 18: G ENERATION COST

The specific variable generation cost of a power unit is calculated as:
𝐶 = 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 ∙ Heat rate + 𝐸𝑈𝐴 ∙ 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 ∙ 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 + O&M 𝑣𝑎𝑟
Where:



C is the specific generation cost of the power unit (€/MWh);
Pricefuel is the fuel price;




Heat rate is the average heat rate of the power unit;
EUA is the expected price of the carbon emission (€/ton);



O&M var are the variable operation and maintenance costs (€/MWh);



Emission factor provides the specific emission for a unit quantity of fuel (tonne/MBTU). The
following Table 6 shows the values considered in the study

T ABLE 6: E MISSION FACTOR BY FUEL

FUEL
Natural Gas
Coal
Lignite Coal
Heavy Oil
Gasoil
Diesel Oil

Emission Factor [tonne/MBTU]
0.059
0.099
0.107
0.080
0.078
0.078

In each hour, the variable generation cost of a power unit is obtained multiplying the specific variable
generation cost with the hourly power dispatched.
In addition to this cost, CESI developed an appropriate methodology for considering the start-up costs in
the marginal variable costs of the units.
In each hour, the system marginal cost (the cost of one additional MWh produced by the system in the
given condition) is the specific cost of the most expensive generating unit in operation.
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3.5.1.4. Congestion rents
The congestion rent is equal to the capacity of an interconnector times its marginal social value,
calculated as the price differential between two connected markets.
Price differences between bidding areas occur when the surplus volume at system price in one or more
bidding area is greater than the total export capacity from this/these areas. The sales and purchase
curves then have to be balanced taking the transmission capacity into account. This will lead to a
relatively low price in the surplus area and a relatively high price in the deficit area – utilizing the
maximum capacity between the areas. These price differences generate an ownerless income on the
spot market trading flow from the area with a lower price to the area with a higher price. This income
(or cost) is referred to as the congestion rent.
Figure 19: Congestion rent gives a graphical explanation of the congestion rent which is present when
between an area with lower generation costs (export area) and one with higher generation costs
(import area) there is a limited transfer capacity, i.e. only a limited value of power can flow from the first
area to the second.

F IGURE 19: C ONGESTION RENT

3.5.2. M ETHODOLOGY
Based on the Social Welfare calculated as described in the previous paragraphs, it is possible to define
the methodology to compare different scenario and understand the benefits for the overall system. For
the considerations described in this section, the EU electricity market will be considered as a perfect
market with the following assumptions:




Equal access to information by market participants
No barriers to enter or exit
No market power
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In general, if demand is considered inelastic to price, two different approaches can be used for
calculating the increased benefit from socio-economic welfare:




The total surplus approach, which compares the producer and consumer surplus for bidding
areas and the congestion rent between them. An economic optimization is undertaken to
determine the total sum of the producer surplus, the consumer surplus and the change of
congestion rent, with and without the project.
The generation cost approach, which compares the generation costs with and without the
project for the different bidding areas. An economic optimisation is undertaken to determine
the optimal dispatch cost of generation, with and without the project.

Under the assumption of inelastic demand, the two approaches give the same result.
Considering that most of the European countries are presently considered to have price inelastic
demand, the generation cost approach will be adopted for the purpose of this analysis. Thus, the
economic benefit is calculated from the reduction in total generation costs caused by the introduction
of the new element in the system. A project can also facilitate increased competition between
generators, reducing the price of electricity to final consumers. The methods do not consider market
power and as a result the expression of socio-economic welfare is the reduction in generation costs.
An economic optimisation is undertaken to determine the optimal dispatch cost of generation, with and
without the project. The benefit for each case is calculated from the following relationship:
Benefit (for each hour) = Generation costs without the project – Generation costs with the project
The total benefit for the horizon is calculated by summarising the benefit for all the hours of the year,
which is done through PROMEDGRID simulations.

3.5.3. V ARIATION IN CO 2 EMISSIONS
The research and development activities on GRIDSOL technology aim to define a new RES power plant
scheme able to economically replace conventional thermal generation, thus contributing in large scale
to reduction of carbon emissions, in particular CO2 ones. Given the importance of this topic in the
framework of the on-going activities, a special attention is placed on the evaluation of the variation of
the CO2 emissions in presence of high penetration of GRIDSOL in the EU electric power system.
Considering the specific emissions of CO2 for each power plant and the expected annual production
calculated by PROMEDGRID, the annual emissions for each generator can be evaluated.
Generation dispatch and unit commitment used for the assessment the of socio-economic welfare
benefit is used to calculate also the CO2 emissions variation.
It is worth underlining that the monetisation of CO2 emissions (based on forecasted CO2 prices for
electricity in the target year derived from official sources) is already included in the generation costs
during the calculation of the Social Welfare (see paragraph 3.5.1), and counting it again in this analysis
wouldn’t be correct with respect to the evaluation of the economic benefits. In this context, the
objective of this evaluation is to provide simply a clear indication of the amount of avoided tonnes of
CO2 emissions. This value can be used for further assessments, more focused for instance on
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environmental benefits for the EU system, and which can be evaluated outside the mere profitability
assessment of GRIDSOL plant.

3.5.4. F UEL S AVING
The value of avoided fuel consumption will be provided by PROMEDGRID simulations considering the
specific fuel consumption and the expected annual production of each plant. The total fuel savings will
be reported by Country and type of fuel. In order to evaluate the impact of the GRIDSOL penetration for
each affected Country, the savings will be converted in avoided primary energy consumption measured
in Tonnes of Oil Equivalent (TOE).
As the focus is the assessment of the amount of primary energy consumption which can be avoided with
increasing GRIDSOL penetration, the following Indicator is defined:
𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝐹𝑆𝐼𝑙,𝑐,𝑠 =

𝑃𝐸𝑆𝑙,𝑐,𝑠
𝑃𝐸𝑐,𝑠

Where:
𝑙: level of penetration of GRIDSOL
𝑐: index of the country considered in the analysis
𝑠: Scenario considered in the analysis
𝐹𝑆𝐼𝑙,𝑐,𝑠 : Fuel Saving index of the level of penetration 𝑙 in the country 𝑐 for the scenario 𝑠
𝑃𝐸𝑆𝑙,𝑐,𝑠 : Primary Energy Saving (avoided primary energy consumption) in the Country 𝑐 for the scenario
𝑠 and level of penetration 𝑙, measured in TOE
𝑃𝐸𝑐,𝑠 : Total Primary Energy Consumption due to thermal electricity generation in the Country 𝑐 for the
scenario 𝑠 without the GRIDSOL penetration, measured in TOE
This Index allows to assess the variation in the primary energy consumptions due to the introduction of
GRIDSOL in the EU electric power system, with respect to the situation where no GRIDSOL plants are
present.
This index gives an information that is closely linked to the economic benefit due to fuel savings already
considered in the calculation of the generation costs and Social Welfare variation, but it is worth
highlighting the overall amount of reduced need of fossil fuels, because it brings the additional benefit
of a reduced dependency from foreign Countries for those which have a net import of primary energy
sources.

3.6. E VALUATION OF GRIDSOL PROFITS VIA ANCILLARY SERVICES PROVISION
As reported in the Chapter 2, the ancillary services framework is extremely diversified among the
European Countries. The European markets for the provision of ancillary services often follow different
rules and logics and, due to the continuous evolution of the technological environment (e.g. higher
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penetration of renewable energy sources, introduction of demand response, implementation of virtual
power plant in order to manage distribution generation), the regulatory framework tends to evolve
rapidly in order to integrate the external changes. In this context, the evolution path of the ancillary
market is difficult to be forecasted especially considering the 2030 as a target year while, on the other
side, some trends in this market are expected:
 Higher level of penetration of non-programmable renewable energy sources will increase the need of
balancing services (increase of the market volumes)
 Reduction of the share of programmable technologies (such as reduction of thermal generation
displaced by renewable generation) that can compete in the market (decrease of competition)
 Increase of transfer capacity among neighbouring market zone can reduce the cost of the offered
services in the ancillary market, especially in case of a further increase of ancillary market integration
(increase of players that can compete in the market)
 Participation of the demand to the ancillary service market (increase of competition)
 Participation of non-programmable renewable energy sources (wind, solar) and distributed energy
sources to the market (increase of competition)
 Diffusion of new technology such as virtual power plant to manage distributed generation, storage
and demand response can decrease the cost of the offered services in the ancillary market (increase
of players that can compete in the market)
While these trends are expected to impact the ancillary services market volume and price, it is difficult
to foresee which component will affect most the evolution path of the market. The need of ancillary
services strictly depends on the share of non-programmable RES and programmable energy source in
the electricity production mix and on the presence of flexible technology (hydro pumping storage,
Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT), Open Cycle Gas Turbine (OCGT) and others). The European
Countries have very different electricity generation mix, which causes also the overall structure of the
ancillary services market and the competition in it to be very different. For example, Figure 20 shows the
2015 electricity generation mix in some European countries.
F IGURE 20: 2015 E LECTRICITY G ENERATION M IX IN SELECTED E UROPEAN C OUNTRIES

S OURCE : ENTSO-E
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Here below some considerations are reported:
 The need of ancillary services is higher where the non-programmable and intermittent renewable
share which replace programmable thermal generation is higher with respect to the load demand
level (Italy, Spain)
 The need of ancillary services increases in Countries where the baseload share decreases and the
intermittent renewable increases (e.g. Germany and Belgium)
 The need of ancillary services is lower in countries where the baseload share is high (France) as well
as where the weight in the mix is high for hydropower and low for renewable intermittent (e.g.
Austria, Switzerland)
In this contest, conventional power plants such as CCGT , OCGT , traditional solid fuel generation,
modular hydro and pumping storage are the natural candidate to provide flexibility to the national and
interconnected system (exporting flexibility to the interconnected countries), not only with a flexible
operation on energy markets but also providing ancillary services on dispatching markets.
Given the many differences among the Countries, it is not possible to find a general rule to assess
quantitatively the possible revenues a power plant can earn on the ancillary services market. In the
frame of WP5, a qualitative analysis of the regulatory frameworks of the selected cluster of countries which are the main candidates for Gridsol installation - will be performed as described in Chapter 2. The
first step, coming from the qualitative analysis performed, is to define the list of service that are sourced
in the respective ancillary services markets.
As an example, the Table 7 reports, highlighted in yellow, the list of services among all the possible ones
that are sourced in the Italian Ancillary Service Market (ASM).
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T ABLE 7: L IST OF ANCILLARY S ERVICES REMUNERATED IN THE I TALIAN M ARKET

Service

Participation

Remuneration

Mandatory for eligible generators
Primary Frequency Regulation
> 10 MVA

No Remuneration ,
except for the islands
and in the presence
6
of UVRP system

Secondary Frequency
Regulation

Voluntary , but once qualified
obliged to offer

Market

Tertiary Frequency Regulation

Voluntary , but once qualified
obliged to offer

Market

Resolution of intra-zonal
congestion

Voluntary , but once qualified
obliged to offer

Market

Balancing

Voluntary , but once qualified
obliged to offer

Market

Primary Voltage Regulation

Mandatory for eligible generators
> 10 MVA

No Remuneration

Secondary Voltage Regulation

Mandatory for eligible generators
> 10 MVA

Regulated, but not
defined

load rejection
(The system which is on and
only feeds the auxiliary
services)

Mandatory for eligible generators
> 100 MVA

No Remuneration

Black start

Mandatory for generators included
in the Restart Plan of the system

No Remuneration

Automatic disconnection
the system from the network

Mandatory for qualified generators
on MSD Market

No Remuneration

S OURCE : TERNA

3.6.1. Q UANTITATIVE ANALYSIS ON A NCILLARY S ERVICES M ARKET IN S PAIN , F RANCE AND P ORTUGAL
The second step will be to perform a quantitative analysis of the ancillary services markets based on
historical data for the most promising EU countries.
The analysis will be performed on the following required set of information:
 Total Yearly Value of the ancillary service market for each service or cluster of Service
 Total installed capacity qualified to participate to the Ancillary Service Market

6

Special system for the measurement and verification of the primary frequency regulation
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 Information on the relevant technology (CCGT, pumping Storage, etc..)7
For Spain, France and Portugal the market results of 2016 are available in terms of frequency
containment reserve, frequency restoration reserve (automatic or manual), Replacement Reserve and
Imbalance. The available data will be preliminary examined in order to verify the reliability of the
accessible information by comparing them with other sources of information. The data are available in
the format showed in Table 8.

T ABLE 8: E XAMPLE OF AVAILABLE
Balancing time unit
00:00 01:00 02:00 03:00 04:00 -

01:00
02:00
03:00
04:00
05:00

DATA FOR AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY RESTORATION RESERVE MARKET RESULTS

Source

Price Type

Not specified
Not specified
Not specified
Not specified
Not specified

MARGINAL
MARGINAL
MARGINAL
MARGINAL
MARGINAL

Offered
[MW]

Automatic Frequency Restoration Reserve (aFRR)
Regulation Up
Accepted
Activated
Price
Offered
[MW]
[MWh]
[EUR/MWh]
[MW]
1727
566
47.00
1483
182
46.38
1491
48
0.01
1461
94
34.00
1460
313
42.00

Regulation Down
Accepted
Activated
[MW]
[MWh]
1246
0
1239
0
1242
56
1217
17
1205
0

Price
[EUR/MWh]

1.04
0.00

S OURCE : (ENTSO-E)

Based on this data, the possible revenues of a GRIDSOL plant in these markets will be calculated
considering:
 The average revenues coming from services which are remunerated based on the power, taking into
account the amount of power regulation band which can be offered by GRIDSOL with its actual
flexibility and an average that can be accepted, given also the information on the other relevant
technologies if available;
 The average revenues coming from services which are remunerated based on the actual energy
produced (or not produced), taking into account the possible quota which GRIDSOL can take given its
flexibility and the information on the other technologies if available.

These evaluations will provide possible expected remuneration from ASM for a GRIDSOL plant in the
analysed countries, based on average values and the assessment of the energy and the money
exchanged in the different markets.

A more detailed analysis will be performed on the Italian ASM, which is briefly described in the following
paragraphs together with the proposed approach to evaluate the GRIDSOL possible revenues in it. The
aim of this detailed analysis is a deeper understanding of some specific cases (selected depending on the
technology and the actual position in the real network, whether in areas with higher or lower need for

7

In the event that this information will not be available, consideration will be made on the average values of the
total market
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regulation and higher or lower competition in the ASM), to better evaluate which can be a possible
range of revenues in the same market.

3.6.2. Q UANTITATIVE ANALYSIS ON A NCILLARY S ERVICES M ARKET IN I TALY
Figure 21 provides a schematic description of the ancillary services traded in the Italian ASM, which is
called also MSD.
F IGURE 21: S CHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF THE I TALIAN ANCILLARY SERVICE MARKET

S OURCE : TERNA

Only programmable 'relevant' production units (> 10 MVA) can voluntarily participate in MSD requiring a
specific "qualification" to the Italian TSO (Terna), but once qualified they are required to offer all the full
amount of regulation to go up and down resulting from programs of day ahead market.
Terna procures the resources necessary to ensure the safe operation of the system in the MSD Market.
Compared to the day-ahead market (MGP), the MSD is, by its nature, characterized by a much more
concentrated supply structure, since it is open only to the production units that, for their specific
performance and/or their location, can effectively and efficiently deliver Terna those services necessary
for the safe operation and the security of the system (resolution of intra-zonal congestion, power
reserve, balance, etc.). (source Italian National Regulatory Authority)
During the programming phase (ex-ante MSD), Terna accepts bids for purchase (downward) and sale
(upward) of energy for:
 the supply of secondary and tertiary control reserves, both upward and downward;
 the resolution of intra-zonal congestion (the resolution of structural congestion between zones is
made in the day-ahead market through the market splitting mechanism).
During the phase of real time management, namely the Balancing Market (MB), Terna accept upward
and downward offers to:
 use and replacement of reserve margins procured during the programming phase;
 the real-time balance between injections and withdrawals on the network.
All MB sessions close 1 hour and half before the time of delivery.
Presentation of offers:
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All relevant units must communicate the price at which they are willing to change their dispatching
program resulting from the day-ahead market. The offers are relative to different offered services:
 Switch On / shutdown of the production unit
 Secondary Reserve (up / down fast regulation: order of a few minutes)
 Other Services (up / down fast regulation with slower reaction time : 5 ', 15', 60 ')
Programming phase:
Terna changes the dispatching program of the plants in order to:
 Solve the expected intra-zonal congestions
 Have sufficient secondary and tertiary reserves
Phase of real-time management:
Terna uses the offers of the MSD for the real-time balance. Offers are remunerated with the pay-as-bid
system. The accepted prices of MB are used for the definition of the imbalances prices.
In the MSD ex-ante Market, switch-on of some power unit up to technical minimum and downward
regulation are the main services traded after the day-ahead market results, if there are not enough
primary and tertiary regulation reserve margins. In the MB Market, Terna procures mainly secondary
regulation and downward and upward balancing services.
Ancillary services are procured mainly in areas with high non-programmable renewable penetration and
lower presence of programmable generation.
The most flexible technologies have the most important role in the MSD. Mainly hydroelectric plants,
pumping storage plant and also CCGT are used for balancing purposes. Other technologies have a
residual share of the Market due to technical constraints (coal, cogeneration) or higher variable costs
(conventional systems). OCGT (turbogas) are used as a prompt reserve in real-time balancing.
The majority of the ancillary services are procured in the Southern part of Italy due to relative higher
penetration of non-programmable renewable energy while the overall yearly electricity production is
higher in the North of the Country. Sicily and Sardinia are islands interconnected to the mainland, which
require specific services for local network control.

Taking into account the problems to forecast the ancillary service market structure at 2020 and 2030
and the impossibility to properly simulate the behaviour of an ancillary market in a future scenario, an
analysis on the current ancillary services Italian Market (MSD) will be performed based on historical data
of 2015, aimed at identifying, in the current regulatory framework, which are the boundaries in which a
power plant can operate.
The reachable revenues of a production unit in an ancillary service market depends on various factors.
The main ones are:
 Flexibility of the unit: capability to offer fast regulation and balancing services
 Availability of Reserve Power for the provision of ancillary services after the dispatching profile
output of the day-ahead market
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 Level of penetration of intermittent renewable energy in the market zone where is located
 Level of competition in the market zone
 Uncertainty of the Load forecast (e.g. high penetration of distributed renewable energy sources)
Given the peculiarity and the constraint foreseen for GRIDSOL technology (even if the final configuration
of the plant has not been defined at this stage), it is not possible to assume that GRIDSOL will be able to
provide all the services that are remunerated in the MSD market. In order to perform a reasonable
estimation how much revenues GRIDSOL could earn in the Ancillary Services Market, production
technology that may have a similar behaviour shall be identified.
In the proposed approach, the first step is the evaluation of the maximum achievable revenues per MW
by analysing the most flexible technology (a hydro pumping storage) active in the area of the Italian
system with high RES penetration and inter-zonal transfer constraint. This production unit, being
essential for the operation of the network and acting at almost zero marginal cost acts as minor player
in the day-ahead Market maximizing its revenues in the MSD Market. It usually offer at price higher than
the market average. The behavior of this unit is qualitatively described in Figure 22. The same
technology can obtain completely different remuneration being located in a different geographical zone.

F IGURE 22: Q UALITATIVE REPRESENTATION OF THE R EVENUES DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN DAY - AHEAD AND ANCILLARY SERVICE MARKET

where Pas is the average price for upward awarded offer in the ancillary service market and P dam is the
average price for upward offer in the day-ahead market.
The role of the pumped storage power plants has changed in the latest years due to the higher
penetration of renewable intermittent energy. These plants have been shifting their operation from the
energy markets to the ancillary services market. The main reasons of this behaviour are:
 The price difference between the peak and off-peak hours in the energy market has been decreasing
and hence the economic margins are lower;
 The Ancillary Service Market needs very flexible units when there is a shortage of the ancillary
services: pumped storage plants can vary very fast their output and can be used as storage. Analysing
the accepted bids it is possible to see that:
o These plants are used for the fast balancing of the power system during the ramp hours. In these
periods the units can generate or absorb energy, obtaining high economic margins;
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o When the load is very low (night, weekend, etc.) in the power system there is a shortage of
resources able to provide the downward regulation and the downward balancing services.
Sometimes, the pumped storage plants are the only resources able to decrease their generation
because the system has reached the minimum amount of thermoelectric generation necessary to
satisfy the security constraints (reserve, voltage regulation, etc.). During these periods the
pumped storage units can buy energy at very low prices (in the most critical cases up to 0
€/MWh) which will be later sold at higher prices.
A hydro pumping plant can be identified, which is essential for the safe operation of the network in the
selected area and usually is not active in the day ahead energy market but only in the MSD Market, in
which maximize its revenues. The analysis of the available historical data allows the evaluation of the
relevant revenues. A parameter which takes into account the power of the analysed plant can be
identified, and can be assumed as maximum value achievable per MW on the MSD market in the current
situation.
It is worth noting that the same technology would obtain completely different remuneration if located
in a different geographical zone, because of lower requests of additional reserve or real time balancing
services.
On the other hand, a less flexible technology (such as a conventional coal power plant) in low RES
penetration area could be taken as a reference to define reasonable low achievable revenues in the
ancillary service market. Once the configuration of GRIDSOL will be known, in order to estimate the
possible GRIDSOL revenues in the ancillary service market, a production unit with a technology from
which a similar behaviour can be expected (CCGT or OCGT are the most likely candidates, but the final
choice will depend on the defined configuration and relative constraints of GRIDSOL) will be selected
and the relevant revenues per MW of the identified plant shall be considered as a reference for
GRIDSOL.
In the Figure 23 a qualitative representation of the methodology is depicted.

F IGURE 23: Q UALITATIVE REPRESENTATION OF THE GRIDSOL R EVENUES IN THE ANCILLARY S ERVICE M ARKET
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𝑅𝑀𝑎𝑥 [€/MW]

=

yearly revenues per MW of installed capacity of the most flexible technology in a
high RES penetration market zone

𝑅𝑀𝑖𝑛 [€/MW]

=

yearly revenues per MW of installed capacity of the least flexible technology in a
low RES penetration market zone

The final estimate of the GRIDSOL revenues in the Italian ancillary services market will be calculated as
follow:

𝑅𝐺𝑅𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑂𝐿(𝑎𝑠) = 𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑚 ∗ 𝑃𝐺𝑅𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑂𝐿 (𝑎𝑠)
𝑅𝐺𝑅𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑂𝐿 (𝑎𝑠) [€]

=

yearly estimated revenues of GRIDSOL in the Italian ancillary services market

𝑅𝑐𝑜𝑚 [€/MW]

=

yearly revenues per MW of installed capacity of a GRIDSOL comparable
technology in a high RES penetration market zone

𝑃𝐺𝑅𝐼𝐷𝑆𝑂𝐿 (𝑎𝑠) [MW] =

GRIDSOL installed capacity able to provide ancillary services.
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4. ANALYSIS OF GRIDSOL BEHAVIOUR IN THE EU POWER SYSTEM
(TRANSMISSION NETWORK)
Once yearly simulations have been performed for the wholesale electricity market, a set of network
studies and performance checks are carried out to ascertain that the electrical system may operate
correctly in all the expected conditions, taking into account both the sound network and the
contingencies due to the expected outages of components. These analyses evaluate the performance of
the system both in steady state and during transients, simulating as closely as possible the future
operation of the system. Their scope is to verify in detail whether the system is able to supply the load
with an acceptable reliability and an adequate quality of service, without damages for the equipment,
without danger for the people, without violation of the rules.
Accordingly, WP5 considers these analyses in order to assess the integration of GRIDSOL within the
ENTSO-E framework. Specifically WP5 focuses on the following studies and performance checks: (1)
steady state (load-flow and short-circuit), (2) dynamics and stability, and (3) power quality.
For all the performed analyses, the resulting values of all variables (voltages, currents, power flows,
state variables, power quality indexes, etc.) shall stay within the limits stated by grid codes, and in
particular by the ENTSO-E Grid Code and the Requirements for Generators (RfG) which will be applied in
all the ENTSO-E Countries.

4.1. D ATA C OLLECTION , VALIDATION AND MODELLING
Considering the set of studies to be carried out concerning the interaction of the GRIDSOL power plant
with the European power system, WP5 shall define all reference data set and information to be
collected or assumed to perform the system analysis. Every different analysis (static, dynamic and power
quality) requires some particular data set; however they are suitably reported here together.
As a general rule, data provided will be analysed and validated by CESI’s experts. In case of unavailable
or inconsistent data, values will be defined according to CESI’s experience considering similar devices or
components.

4.1.1. E UROPEAN POWER SYSTEM MODEL
The European power system model has to represent the bulk interconnected system composed by:
 The electrical network (load or no load busbars, transformers, lines, HVDC links).
 The loads.
 The generators (synchronous machine with prime mover, non-conventional generator with power
electronic converters) with their systems of excitation and adduction and the relevant controls.
Data will be collected from ENTSO-E or TSOs in general.
Due to the peculiarity of the GRIDSOL power plant, attention will be focused on the power system
models of Greece, Italy, France, Portugal and Spain.
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Two target years will be considered: 2020 (Y1) and 2030 (Y2). In case of unavailability of data regarding
the 2030 model, the power system will be obtained from the last available year adding the main
network expansions forecasted up to 2030, according to the last ENTSO-E Ten Year Network
Development Plan available. The updating of the network will be focused on interconnections and
transmission system upgrading.
Concerning load and generation scenarios, the power system model will consider, for each target year
Y1 and Y2, two different load (and consequently generation) scenarios:
 S1: peak load.
 S2: off-peak load.
These two scenarios allow to investigate the interaction between GRIDSOL power plant and the
electrical system. The focus will be on summer scenarios, when the energy (and power) production of
GRIDSOL technology should be at its maximum with the greatest impact on the grid. In power system
studies, the number of scenarios to be analysed is generally limited due to the effort necessary to carry
out the study for each scenario. Nevertheless, it is expected (and generally accepted) that once the
system is able to manage extreme conditions, e.g. peak and off-peak load, than is also able to face all
the intermediate situations.
The power system model will also be suitable for power quality studies. When needed, improvements
will be introduced to allow a better representation of the power quality phenomena (e.g. frequency
variations of the electrical parameters, creation of a harmonic distortion background level by means of
load harmonic emission, etc…).
The power system model suitable for power quality study has a smaller size with respect to the large
model for load-flow, short circuit and dynamic performance. Methods for defining the size of such
reduced models are dealt with in some technical publications and are in the experience of CESI in many
past studies.

4.1.2. GRIDSOL POWER PLANT MODEL
The GRIDSOL power plant model will be suitable to carry out the complete analysis of its behaviour in
the electrical power system. Data collected in this stage will allow to represent the power plant in static,
dynamic and power quality studies. To this end, the main data required concerns:






Location of the GRIDSOL power plant(s).
Number and type of electrical generators (synchronous, inverter, etc…).
Electric machinery rated power.
Detailed model of the physical process (CSP, Heat Recovery System, Steam Generation System).
Detailed model of relevant controls.

These data have to be provided by other WPs.
With the information here above listed, a complete GRIDSOL power plant model will be prepared,
including a simplified representation of the physical process and controls. All the unknown data, such as
electric machinery parameters, voltage regulators and frequency regulator, will be defined considering
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typical models and values. For the power quality study, since it’s impossible to define at this step a
particular harmonic emission, a standard current emission will be defined, according to CESI’s
experience, considering similar devices currently installed in the power system.

4.1.3. I NTEGRATION OF GRIDSOL MODEL WITH THE E UROPEAN POWER SYSTEM MODEL
Concerning the location of GRIDSOL power plant in the network, at this stage of the project it has not
been defined the exact location yet; however, it is expected to have some information to identify some
areas in each considered Country where the power plant can be placed. Starting from this information,
the related network nodes will be selected , best suited for the connection of GRIDSOL new power
plants in the European system. Properly HV connection lines will be introduced in case some plants will
not be close to existing electrical nodes or lines.
Four different models will be defined:





M0: single GRIDSOL power plant.
M1: single GRIDSOL power plant in a weak network.
M2: group of GRIDSOL power plants in the same area (target year: 2030).
M3: high GRIDSOL technology penetration in the southern Europe (target year: 2030).

The first point (M0) will allow to test the model of GRIDSOL power plant. Since it is composed by
different generators and technologies, this model will be useful to check the overall behaviour of the
power plant, considering the interaction of different generators, models and controllers. M0 will lead to
define a proper representation of GRIDSOL power plant to be used in the other models M1, M2 and M3.
The second point (M1) will have the aim to test the single GRIDSOL power plant model and its behaviour
in a weak network. To this purpose, a small electrical network will be considered with limited regulation
capability, in terms of voltage and electrical frequency. The network will consist in a test network (e.g.
CIGRE test network) or, if available, a real portion of a national grid in island configuration.
The third point (M2) will allow the analysis of the GRIDSOL technology on a limited portion of the
European system (i.e. a particular region of each involved country). The European power system model
will be properly simplified introducing network equivalents for those areas electrically far from the
region under study, such as other countries. This model will allow to better understand the impact of a
relevant number of GRIDSOL power plant (e.g. ten power plants) even of larger size in a restricted
portion of the whole network. To optimize and speed up the analysis, the European model will be split
into five different models, one for each involved country (Greece, Italy, Portugal, France and Spain)
using network equivalents to represents the interconnections with other countries. Even though
GRIDSOL power plants will probably not have any considerable impact on the European power system in
its entirety, regional or local issues have to be investigated and assessed.
The last model (M3) will be prepared to evaluate the impact on the European power system of a large
number of GRIDSOL power plants. This situation represents a high rate of penetration of the new
technology in the southern Europe and will be assumed as a “high impact scenario” from the electrical
network point of view. A huge amount of GRIDSOL power plants (for instance, 10 GW) will be included
in the power system model spread over the southern Europe substituting a similar amount of
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conventional generation. As for M2 case, even though GRIDSOL power plants will probably not have any
considerable impact on the European power system in its entirety, regional or local issues have to be
investigated and assessed.

4.2. S TATIC ANALYSIS
Steady state performance covers load-flow and short circuit analysis, since they give the state of the
network in a specific instant, without simulating the evolution in the time domain. Obviously for a short
circuit, physically consequent to a fault event, the analysis refers to a very specific instant in the
evolution of the event. In the first stage, computations are carried out in order to check the operating
voltage on all the nodes of the network and the complex power flow in the branches. Besides the sound
network conditions, the emergency conditions (N-1 contingency at least) must be analysed as well. To
this end, special algorithms (fast contingency analysis) are available.
The steady state analysis (made by applying DIgSILENT Power Factory or PSS/E SW simulator) shall give a
clear picture of the impact of GRIDSOL set (i.e. the set of GRIDSOL plants that are envisaged to be
connected to the European network by year 2030) into the steady state performance of the European
electric power system, considering the overall available generation set and the complete transmission
network.
The symmetrical short-circuit computations, performed usually immediately after the load flow
computations, have two main scopes:
 The first one is to check that the breaking capacity of the circuit breakers is not exceeded, i.e. the
maximum fault currents at the instant of separation of the contacts do not exceed the values set as a
basic criterion; furthermore the initial symmetrical short circuit current and the associated
instantaneous peak current must also comply with the relevant capability of the already existing
components (busbars, line conductors, grounding systems, etc.)
 The second scope is to check that the short circuit current in any node is not below the minimum
value assigned as a basic criterion, since too low values are critical for the performance of the
protective relays and for the voltage quality. Furthermore, a low value of short circuit power is
typical of nodes in which the operating voltage is greatly affected by the variation of the load; such
nodes may also be critical from the point of view of overvoltages.
The result of the load flow analysis shall consist of the expected voltage in all network buses and the
active and reactive power flows in the branches (transmission lines, transformers etc.) for specific load
and generation dispatching conditions.
The result of the short circuit analysis shall consists of the short circuit currents in the network
consequent to faults in every bus of the network, and the consequent short circuit power level
associated to each buses.
For both load-flow and short circuit analysis, the resulting values of all variables (voltages, currents,
power flows, etc.) shall stay within feasible limits, stated by grid codes.
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4.2.1. L OAD F LOWS
Load flow studies compute the power flows and the bus voltages in an assigned electric system subject
to the regulating capability of generators, reactive power sources and on load tap changer transformers.
Moreover, the net interchange between individually operating systems is determined.
These analyses require the calculation of considerable numbers of load flow cases for both normal and
emergency operating conditions.
The load flow solution consists of the knowledge of all the electrical quantities in each bus of the
system, or, at least, the knowledge of a set of state variables, from which all the others can be easily
derived.
The load flow solution provides elements necessary to evaluate the performance of the system in steady
state for each alternative. The following quantities are considered:





The maximum and the minimum value of the bus voltage amplitudes.
The overloads of components, if any.
The requirement of reactive power.
The active and reactive losses.

Referring to the paragraph 4.1, load flow analysis will be carried out on M1, M2 and M3 network models
with S1 and S2 scenarios.

4.2.2. C ONTINGENCIES
A contingency is defined as the outage of one single or several network elements that cannot be
predicted in advance. The N-1 criterion is a rule according to which elements remaining in operation
after the failure of a single network element (such as transmission line/transformer or generating unit,
or in certain instances a busbar) must be capable of accommodating the change of flows in the network
caused by that single failure complying with the relevant performance requirements stated by grid code
in terms of voltage ranges and overloads.
The static contingencies analysis will consider the failure of elements of the interconnected system at
the level of 380/400 kV and above. The contingency list will be defined as the list of normal and
exceptional contingencies:
 Normal type of contingency. The normal type of contingency is defined as the loss of a single
element. Single elements are as follows:
o A single line.
o A single generating unit.
o A single transformer or two transformers connected to the same bay.
o A Phase Shifter Transformer.
o A large voltage compensation installation.
o A DC link, considered as a generating unit or a large consumer.
 Exceptional type of contingency. The exceptional type of contingency is defined as the uncommon
loss of the following particular elements:
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o A double circuit line, which refers to two circuits on the same power over a long distance.
o A single busbar.
o The common mode failure with the loss of more than one generating unit, including large wind
production.
o Common mode failure of DC links.
The contingency analysis will consider, with reference to paragraph 4.1, the network models M1, M2
and M3 with the scenarios S1 and S2. During the study the contingency list will consider only elements
of the same region (or country) selected for the introduction of the GRIDSOL power plants.
The contingency analysis will focus on the differences introduced by the presence of GRIDSOL power
plants respect to its absence.

4.2.3. S HORT CIRCUITS
Every electrical system must be designed and planned in order to face and overcome abnormal
conditions caused by faults. This is obtained by isolating the faulty area as quickly as possible in order to
avoid that a local disturbance can affect other parts of the system, causing, in the worst condition, the
collapse of the entire system.
Protective relays have the particular task of promptly commanding the removal of the faulted element
from service, in order to minimize fault effects and avoid that they interfere with the safe operation of
the system.
The knowledge of short circuit currents is necessary for the selection and setting of high speed
protective relays, as well as for the correct specification of circuit breakers, busbars, switchgears, earth
mats and other apparatus.
Accurate evaluation of short circuit currents requires very detailed models and sophisticated
calculations; numerous methods have been developed that simplify the calculations, making it possible
to determine adequately approximated current values.
The calculation will be done according to the international standard IEC 60909.
The goal of the short circuit calculation for the GRIDSOL project is to evaluate the increasing of the fault
current due to the presence of GRIDSOL power plants. Two different situations will be considered, with
reference to paragraph 4.1: network models M1 and M2 with the scenario S2. To deeply investigate the
GRIDSOL contribution, the case M1/S2 will analyse:
 GRIDSOL power plant with all the generators running (steam, gas and fully converted renewable).
 GRIDSOL power plant at maximum production only with the steam and non-programmable RES.
The result of the short circuit analysis will report the short circuit currents in the network consequent to
faults in every bus of the network, and the consequent short circuit power level associated to each
buses.
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4.3. D YNAMIC ANALYSIS
Studies of system dynamic performance refers to the analysis of the behaviour of an interconnected
network evolving during its operation. They are classified in short term dynamics, long term dynamics
and very long term dynamics.
Power system stability studies refer to the ability of a power system to operate with all the synchronous
machines rotating in a synchronous way. They are classified in (1) transient stability (i.e. the ability of
the synchronous machines to remain 'in step' after a large disturbance) and (2) steady-state stability (i.e.
the ability to remain in synchronism after very small (infinitesimal) disturbances).
Specifically WP5 focuses on short term dynamic (namely transient stability, up to few second) only,
since long and very long term dynamic (tens to thousands of seconds) affect the overall system
frequency and the large power exchanges between areas, that are not significantly influenced by
GRIDSOL plants set. On the contrary, short term dynamic affect portion of the overall system where the
impact of GRIDSOL plant is expected to be significant. Furthermore, a valid model of the European
system for long term dynamic is not available.
Short-term dynamics are associated to rapid dynamic behaviour of the system essentially due to the
induced e.m.f. of the synchronous machines, and to the performance of lines, transformers and loads
(asynchronous and static). These phenomena, related to the fast changes of the electrical quantities,
consists of electromagnetic transient phenomena and fast electromechanical transient phenomena
(transient stability).
The transient stability, that is the ability to reach a steady state condition after a severe disturbance, is
concerned since a system which does not comply with the assigned transient stability criteria must be
reinforced. In network studies and performance checks, the transient stability is initially checked
assigning large disturbances ("first swing stability") and simulating the maximum voltage phasor
displacement (angle and even modulus) limited to the first oscillation. Accordingly, simplified models of
synchronous machines and of regulators may be adopted. This first swing stability study has the scope
to check the ability of the system to maintain synchronism after major disturbances. The period of the
first swing depends on the particular system under study: generally it does not exceeds one or very few
seconds.
With specific reference to GRIDSOL project, the transient stability analysis (made by applying DIgSILENT
Power Factory or PSS/E SW simulator) shall give a clear picture of the impact of GRIDSOL set into the
short term (first swing) performance of the European electric power system, considering the available
generation set and the transmission network.
The transient stability criterion usually adopted is a deterministic one and it is assigned as a
"performance requirement": a set of major disturbances is defined which shall not cause the loss of
synchronism. The set of major disturbances (maximum five for each scenario) will be defined
considering previous analysis results (contingency analysis) and CESI’s experience.
Examples of selected disturbances are the following:
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 Sound network condition: three phase fault cleared in the assigned time, followed by definitive
opening; single phase fault with unsuccessful auto reclosure followed by definitive opening; busbar
fault cleared in the assigned time (for double busbar or single busbar station).
 Contingency condition: three phase fault cleared in the assigned time, followed by definitive
opening; single phase fault with successful auto-reclosure; trip out of the largest generating unit; trip
out of a transmission line (no reclosure).
Four different situations will be considered, with reference to paragraph 4.1: network models M1 and
M2 with the scenarios S1 and S2.
The result of this dynamic analysis shall consist of the expected evolution of the voltage phasors (both
modulus and phase) of synchronous machines and network buses and of the active and reactive power
generated and flowing in the branches (transmission lines, transformers etc.) when applying events of
major disturbances starting from specific load and generation dispatching conditions (steady state).
The performance of the system shall comply with the grid code rules, remaining stable, and the GRIDSOL
plants shall comply the rules regarding fault through and load rejection capability.

4.4. P OWER Q UALITY
Power quality studies refer to the compliance analysis of voltage at a network user's supply terminals
under normal operating conditions with the requirements defined by the standard (i.e. European
Standard CENELEC EN50160). They basically refer to (1) harmonic disturbances, (2) unbalance and (3)
flicker, associated to rapid voltage variations.
 Harmonic disturbances are caused by non-linear elements and systems, which generate voltages
with frequencies different from the network frequencies or absorb currents with non-sinusoidal
waveshape. The main inconveniences caused by harmonics can be summarized as follows: defective
operation of regulating devices (by a displacement of zero crossing of the voltage wave, or an
increase in its peak value), additional losses and overheating of capacitors and rotating machines;
spurious effects on the operation of audio frequency remote control systems; additional noise from
motors and other apparatus; telephone interference. Those effects may be felt far away from the
disturbance source and may even be worse at some remote location than at its immediate vicinity.
Limitation of harmonic distortion is necessary both from a utility and consumer's point of view.
Harmonic studies are typically performed to determine the resultant voltage distortion to determine
the potential risk for resonant overvoltage or to determine how to suppress an offending harmonic.
It is also important to know the magnitude of harmonic current and the paths in which they flow in
the network, mainly for reasons of interference with telephone lines.
 Voltage unbalances occurs in transmission systems owing to several causes. In particular: asymmetric
loads (e.g. arc furnaces, a.c. traction for railways), asymmetry of overhead transmission lines,
asymmetry of transformers. In particular negative sequence voltage components give rise to
injection of non-characteristic harmonic currents by converters. The flow of unbalanced currents
implies additional losses in the network and mainly in the rotor of rotating machines. Several
mitigation actions are available, in particular: transpositions of long transmission lines, asymmetrical
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shunt reactors, application of SVCs with individual phase control. It is not expected that GRIDSOL can
cause voltage unbalance in the grid, being based on synchronous generators (for the ST and GT) and
big size three-phase converters (for the PV) of big dimension. It is important to take into account that
GRIDSOL must make use of generators and converters designed and certified according to the
relevant EMC Standards, thus ensuring that only acceptable values of voltage distortion are caused.
Once it is checked that the equipment fulfils the requirement of the applicable Norms, voltage
unbalance can be considered of no interest for the project, as GRIDSOL will not have any negative
impact on it.
 Flicker is a consequence of rapid voltage changes, and is typically caused by disturbing loads. Flicker
severity depends on the characteristic of the disturbing load and on the short circuit power in the
network. Few kinds of provisions can be applied in order to reduce flicker at the supply terminals of
users which are close to the disturbing loads, typically: electrical separation of disturbing loads (i.e.
use of dedicated line to feed the disturbing load, thus increasing the impedance of the network
between the disturbing load and the disturbed load), increase of short circuit power of the network,
installation of SVC (i.e. in charge of the user that causes the disturbance), reduction of the fluctuation
of current absorbed by the disturbing load, i.e. reducing the cause of the disturbance (in the
responsibility of the user that causes the disturbance). Flicker due to generation can be caused by
intermitting source with defined period, which causes oscillations in the generated power which can
cause, in weak nodes, a corresponding oscillation of the voltage. The main effect of flicker was
related to disturbances in the lighting by incandescent lamps which had a strong variation of the
emitted light due to voltage variation, causing disturbances to eyes. With the new technology applied
to lights (in particular CFL and LED), the flicker has no impact anymore on the light emission. Due to
the technology involved in GRIDSOL, to the non-intermitting power source (especially when
considering a big TES, which decouples the ST production from the possible accidental variation of
the solar irradiation), to the high short circuit power of most of the ENTSO-E Network nodes and
considering the reduced interest of Network operators for this issue at present it can be stated that
flicker is not a concern for the GRIDSOL assessment in the Interconnected ENTSO-E Network.
With specific reference to GRIDSOL project, the power quality analysis (made by applying DIgSILENT
Power Factory, Power Quality and Harmonic Analysis module) shall give a clear picture of the impact of
GRIDSOL plant connected to the network, in the Point of Common Coupling (PCC).
The result of this power quality analysis shall consist of the expected evolution of the voltage phasors
and waveshape in the PCC. Such voltage shall comply with the requirement of Grid Code (making
reference to EN50160 European Standard) both in normal condition and on occasion of disturbances
coming from the network. The performance of GRIDSOL plant (with its envisaged protection system),
too, shall be comply with the grid code requirements, mainly in terms of fault through capability.

4.4.1. H ARMONICS
The target of the harmonic study will be to assess the impact of the new GRIDSOL power plant on the
Quality of Power in the surrounding power system.
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The application of standards (e.g. IEC-61000-3-6) and of research organization documents (CIGRE
Technical Brochure 672 “Power quality aspects of solar power”) enables the evaluation of the impact of
the power plant on the voltage quality in electrical networks, in particular:
 Harmonic Impedance Studies.
 Estimation of maximum harmonic current and harmonic voltage and comparison with applicable
limits.
With this aim, two different studies will be carried out:
 Harmonic Impedance assessment: the adoption of static converter causes injections of harmonic
currents interacting with the network impedance. In this stage, a comparison between the situation
with or without the GRIDSOL power plant will be done, since the network is not exactly defined.
Inverters used in PV or Wind power plants can have a significant impact on harmonic network
impedance. In particular, in large installations the grid-side filter circuits can cause significant
resonances at low frequencies. The resonant frequency decreases with increasing number of
inverters. Consequently, input impedances of the inverters should be considered in the study.
 Estimation of maximum harmonic current, total harmonic distortion (THD), total influence factor
(TIF) and comparison with applicable limits.

Due to the technology involved in GRIDSOL the only harmonic current source can be the converter of
the photovoltaic section and of the wind one, if present. In case of large plants built using inverters of
the same model, the harmonic currents of individual inverters add up arithmetically up to high harmonic
orders. The standard summation exponents (e.g. according to IEC 61000-3-6) are not suitable in this
case since they consider a partial compensation of the harmonic currents injection coming from
different devices. In GRIDSOL case it is expected that static converters will be very similar, if not equal;
thus the harmonic currents injections need to be added up arithmetically [15].
Four different situations will be considered, with reference to paragraph 4.1: network models M1 and
M2 with the scenarios S1 and S2. The simulator adopted will be DIgSILENT Power Factory, Power Quality
and Harmonic Analysis module.
The result of the power quality analysis shall consist of the network impedance behaviour and the
expected voltage and currents distortion for every harmonic order, as well as the THD level.

4.5. E XPECTED O UTCOMES OF ANALYSIS ON GRID
The proposed methodology for the analysis of GRIDSOL behaviour operating in the Interconnected
European Transmission System focuses on the assessment, in terms of the power system technical
performance, of the impact of one or many GRIDSOL plants, concentrated or spread in different areas,
with respect to the situation without them.
It will be assumed that GRIDSOL technical performance complies with the Requirements for Generators
defined by ENTSO-E, better analysed in WP5 according the procedure provided in Chapter 2. Based on
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that, the impact on steady state operation, dynamic behaviour and on the Power Quality of the
European system will be evaluated, to highlight possible criticalities.
Being the power of a GRIDSOL plant much smaller than the overall power of the EU interconnected
electric power system, or even of a part of it, it is expected that the impact of one single GRIDSOL plant
(i.e., the change of the operating performance with or without GRIDSOL plant) will be negligible in terms
of overall behaviour. Some local issues can be expected, in case a GRIDSOL plant will be connected to
weak area of the electrical system, such as interconnected islands or poorly meshed remote locations.
Simulations with high penetration of GRIDSOL technology in the EU system might show a more
significant impact, and possible limitations to feasible installation of GRIDSOL power plant in some area
might be identified. The results will strongly depend on the selected locations where GRIDSOL plants will
be connected to the Transmission Network, and for this reason particular attention will have to be paid
on the definition of the scenario.
Once yearly simulations have been performed for the wholesale electricity market, a set of network
studies and performance checks are carried out to ascertain that the electrical system may operate
correctly in all the expected conditions, taking into account both the sound network and the
contingencies due to the expected outages of components. These analyses evaluate the performance of
the system both in steady state and during transients, simulating as closely as possible the future
operation of the system. Their scope is to verify in detail whether the system is able to supply the load
with an acceptable reliability and an adequate quality of service, without damages for the equipment,
without danger for the people, without violation of the rules.
Accordingly, WP5 considers these analyses in order to assess the integration of GRIDSOL within the
ENTSO-E framework. Specifically WP5 focuses on the following studies and performance checks: (1)
steady state (load-flow and short-circuit), (2) dynamics and stability, and (3) power quality.
For all the performed analyses, the resulting values of all variables (voltages, currents, power flows,
state variables, power quality indexes, etc.) shall stay within the limits stated by grid codes, and in
particular by the ENTSO-E Grid Code and the Requirements for Generators (RfG) which will be applied in
all the ENTSO-E Countries.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In Deliverable D5.2, the detailed methodology and procedures that will be applied in WP5 to assess the
feasibility and adequacy of GRIDSOL technology in terms of economic performance in the EU electricity
market and technical characteristics towards the Interconnected EU Transmission Network have been
presented.
WP5 will contribute to the overall GRIDSOL project providing:




Assessment of the main expected economics of GRIDSOL plant in defined future scenario;
Assessment of the impact into the Transmission Network;
Definition of technical performance to comply with ENTSO-E requirements.

The evaluation of the profitability of a single GRIDSOL plant and of a large penetration of this technology
in the EU electricity market will be performed using PROMEDGRID simulator and based on indices which
allow the comparison of different scenarios with and without GRIDSOL. Social Welfare will be used to
assess the total benefit that the new generation technology can bring to the overall system. Additional
indices related to avoided CO2 emissions and fuel savings will be also provided, to support additional
assessment of benefits not only related to economic aspect.
The Transmission Network studies will be performed to ascertain that GRIDSOL technology does not
affect the reliability and quality of the European system. Static and dynamic simulation and evaluation
of Power Quality indices will be used to compare the situation with and without GRIDSOL plants, and to
confirm that the impact in the electric system are acceptable. Possible limitations to the penetration of
GRIDSOL technology in the EU interconnected system in specific areas might be identified. In parallel,
the analysis of Grid Requirements for Generators (RfG) will be carried out with respect to this new
technology, in order to define which technical characteristics these new kind of plant must have in order
to be connectable in every EU Country.
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